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(things encountered / possibilities of encounter) in (virtual(/holosthetic)) environment 
HUGUES-EDDIE
.
(One philosophical-personal-mythological system during) 

 “the innumerable forms and images of visible things, let in one after the other, gather 
together and pile up at the bottom of the soul…They weigh it down and worry it; the soul 
isn’t made for this; it can’t hold so many deformed objects.  From this springs that plague of 
phantoms who dissipate our thoughts and whose pernicious variety bars the way to luminous 
contemplation” –Petrarch (as quoted by Virilio)

“it is where my body begins to differ from what surrounds it that everything first seems to go 
wrong” –Ben Marcus

First I loved God, then loved my mother
Love my babies, sisters and brothers
Love my father cos that's my mom's partner
Love my grandmother and my grouchy assed grandfather
Love my aunties on both sides of the family
Uncles, cousins, nieces and nephews 
Mess with my peoples you get stepped to
Love the mother of my children, them girls is special
Love feels good though we stuck in the hood
Love my last album, though the joint went wood
My mans and my enemies, I Love them too
Love God he let me see past 32
Plus what he gave Wu
I chance to change music just listen, you and I know the truth
Love is essential, to some it's detrimental
Most of you would've used the next person as a rental

Love life, the ground we walk on
My sickness, it made me strong
My loved ones in Heaven
The ones we lost to heroin
Malcolm, Martin, and what they still for, the men had it poppin'
Love the sun when rain drops in, cosy night with mom punk in
Love the hell and my struggle
You gotta go through Hell to come out right, Love conquers pain and the 
puzzle
Funny on how Love could end so subtle
Was it just sex and not really Love for the couple?
Love people, Love the fact when there's a baby bein' born
Like "push girl, come on"
I'm not just sayin' that cos BET's on
We is one, one Love, each one, teach one
–Ghostface Killah

-

B E GI N

flora fauna hub
prosaic hub
temperature hub
smell-taste hub
organic chemistry hub

MUSIC INVOLVISM OPTIONALS [OUTSIDE MUSIC SELECTUS]

(transgender)

intimité - extimité

[Sculpturebook (man-object-inclusive non-list panoply)         perceptible phenomena/objects
(?)/perceptands might-can and don’tnot relate to one another]

yellow shirt scurvy

pharaonic pathos [?]

a reminder of how (much)

a midnight queer

the proving of the true cross

dark matter

O D B
between the sky and the sea  

oviparous    viviparous 

chemsbok
this is not what I wanted

1) cavern unimo is teeming with red, pappy abouts.  The abouts are gnawing in a way that 
resembles, (perhaps) rather, evokes the involute geometry that appears of the[f] computer 
chip.  A chocolate chip, as some prefect, wages war.  War seeps out of the cavern as would 
type-written pages that tan under the hands of orator.   The abouts beard and dabble in 
lifestyle.  Come the time of iii, the nnn rrrs.

scenes from a marriage

Mona’s got an opulent chocha

That salubrious [feeling of] superiority –it vaults through the sky and/or terrestrial equivalent.

specific encounter at a musuem
museum encounter
en [h]ou/[hs]iao[-hs] ter
cow
cow

naci

barley tea

your sweetness is unimaginable

my love, however I may be ashamed of it

Eating a more-watery-than-not yogurt with Benedict Arnold, al fresco, near the woods 
(Saratoga?),  pre exile.

trust

elasjication

POPSICLE b(e)/c(a)(u)(s)(e) Heather said so

people. 

The intergracion of the bladder imperative into the order of the living

dolphin and baked potato

(and) we sat on the side of the aqueduct

black mark left by

[Candor will kill us.
No it won’t.  
The kingdom of the senses.]

Bagged atrocities as perceived-descried by the matrix of self-esteem.

everything immanent: no geometry or time

“divorce has taken its common in the youth between before and after” –LB  

Quiet, lest we become divorced

a ready retaliation comes about in vowel worship

assimilate while unawares.  love as needed

with every chromatic apprehension comes ity

- “a chubby mouse be diggin’ dirty divots in my couch”
 “I pay tolls to smoke academic bowls!” - Sir Loin Tipz
“crawled up your urethra and replaced your pee” - Sir Loin Tipz
-Sir Loin Tipz

rule #1 of biology: fish + chicken = 0 –Al Goldyne

place not always accord with place

constable

Polly

Greatness was apprehended
fed cannellini beans, pricked with a tailor’s pin, boasted of, brought down, pokered, 
normalized, tensioned, breefed, normalized, tinkered, toasted, broad, cable, want.  

Even so, the electoral college collegiated
(Mermen were quite) happy to preside.
Neil was coast.  
–Egmont was over for now–  
Toil et paper was still a dark horse.  
greatness-itself never once wished to improve upon greatness—such was its implicitness.  
Only the understood this 

elcr
portuguese rolls 

newspaper scraps set one at a time on top of the tongue until they moisten enough

anxiously teeming with promise
né possibility

chance soundtrack for the hour after hearing of my grandma’s death
Wilco
Aerosmith
Celine Dion
Kelly Clarkson
Wilco

meant as

----- has garlic foot

beardmakesbandana

[vaginal muscles]

Fame.
Comfort remembers you. 

overgripping

litotes

ribbon sip(p)

l. social of times anterior

it’s about time we created this game

too much 
TooMuch saddens me

compulsion smile

compulsion heart

2.
They build

build build build build build build build build build
build
build build build

the woe – the energy of focus.   The chance behind.  
The lover (left) to die.  Buildings arise, 

Shelter is a great friend     (       )        A friend betrayed a few, and yet came back to reassert a 
friendship.  There are those who would provide welcome even.  Welcome friend, for you are 
shelter.  Thanks abound, for they cannot not, no? [2.]

\/ 1 |\| 
|-| 1 |\|

also: protasis, epitasis, catastasis, catastrophe.

that deep fart just now

nubile faces that easily translate into familiar visages of septuagenarians

zzet
orange
bytch]es
chrystie
medellín
duke [universe]

the food vs. the people

2.5 (Alcoholic beverages)

Enough
And this is where our story begins:  person eats.  
The details determined (today). Time can be gained 
retroactively.  And thus a place in time.  The 
dimensions of human life.  A body. Buildings ≠ 
organs.  Organs and (elephants) confabulate 
familialy.  Outside is.  The story of a person has.  
A difficult thing to circumvent.  Episodes are 
dismissed in current company.  A plan [rather].  An 
idea.  Plato thought of this one first.  Potato eating 
leeks thought of this one first.  Creator eating foxes 
made this one braillest.  In the beginning, il y a the 
Word.  The word continues to English-rhyme with 
bird.   Maybe unrelatedly, due reverence and 
import to birds.  Species will be named too-beforer 
than expectable.  The Word came up out of mouth.  
A bit of choke, maybe guttural-speak, maybe 
something with syllables.  It was a horrid sound for 
Susan.  Susan studied watchpieces.  Water lilies.  
Planktoned possibilities profound.  Susan 
scholastic.  Person unpunctual, punctilious on 
occasion.  Demands’ echo dim.  Inaction abated 
this time though.
Miriam and Maud, coming home, at last.  Emotions 
are now able to be fathomed.  A disparate group of 
certains expect them.  Miriam: I love you this way.  
Maud: remember.  Sartorial considerations, 
contemplation of age-mortality, contemplation of 
landscape-aesthetics, contemplation of cogitation-
contemplation, Mont Yount where the guy of xhour 
did his best.  San grooms carpets, while Enzar does 
hip-hop jinks.  Miriam likes talking about lemans, 
right?  Maud is into carpentry.  It is strange that I’m 
still uncomfortable around people, person thinks to 
self.  So fucking strange.  This adulthood thing is 
difficult after all.  I’ve nice legs though.
I was comfortable for a time –even last week even.  
But I feel feeble now-time.  I think I will return to 
an alternate state.  Where is that shirt I like to wear 
when feeling embarassable.  Must be sure not to 
bite my lips compulsively.
San: have I forgotten the camel already. She 
remembers responsibilities to person.  I do love 
person.  Can’t wait to see Miriam more.  Person 
always makes Maud uncomfortable.  That’s okay.  
We are in charge of our own lives.  Person is 
showering.  Person would agree though.  Person 
loves me too.  

A ‘oim my husband wrote

the clinical.  [t]he ecumenical.  tiny.
Working on the cleaning the streets.
Again.

Morgan’s matris would sur-tricep fat me with the recipe for
Alcohol free blush sangria.
After school.

matrices
glen- scotches; water moccasins –not for wearing.
tiny holes: good for morale

Jina 
A risk we made
remember, Dear?  –a made we were.   And now.   tugging     unroughly.

Freestanding trees.   Stand not free.  Stand tree, rather.
Rather: a word that reminds Sandeef of oatmeal.
I can’t blame him.  I know you’ll find something to get mad about by Thursday.  
Should I bring condoms?                 A lte rna t e vers io n: the clinical
the cleaning the [       ] 2.5

[Morgan’s matris would] sur-tricep-fat me with the recipe for alcohol free blush sangria

gimlet

[[[[[matrices -maybe]]]]]]

tiny holes: good for morale

Jina

Santiago de Compostela

 
(came the) Mormons

then came John Boorman

oh, it’s a word I heard in a smart-person’s car once.

real books

wells

three
And then toast-modernism
Do you

Postpostmodernism
Person sat in his office.  Nice view.  No more eggs.
 
pasta

3

Ripping off literary styles
three

A man turning [into] breasts and thus more incisive.  Yes, I speak well with these 
breasts in mind.  Whereas the menopause produces the woven basket of Homer’s 
snot (thanks, Borges) Incidentally, Borja.

Also, bags.

The marriage of truculence and succulence 

(Bronzino)

Moses had horns though

green leaf

Report:
The filthy man stinking of feces wins his passage

unique 2nd viewing

Merz
Merz
Merz
Merz
Merz

history alarmingly flow together: on view in the piles of flesh accounting for..  
 

there’s the mental illness problems 

the more functional depressives

the grudge-begetters

the male-pattern baldness  

Bresson (|) aspect ratio

kafka adonai law isn’t so big anymore

showering and disappearing through vortexes I mean vortices.    

rather, I can never love you 

more than our imperfect communication

no, that’s untrue

having thankfully (temporarily) forgotten you (temporarily)

resisting the elation of storytell

When at the royal court…

And at Gatsby’s party

“Rather, I can never feel Gatsby’s tears. But I can rub my father’s forehead, which is life and 
death itself” –B

the sexual life of dynasties(.)

A.W.

technology in the 19th century; commerce in the nineteenth century; industry in the 19th 
century; industrious in the 19th  century; ingenuity in the 19th  century; 

Barnum
grand guignol
Edison
popcorn
pomegranate grenades
William Gaddis speaks of Svengali

yoga mat, butterscotch rice pudding ((in a kayak together))

from last night 
sung out loud again 
because it feels so best
and all these tears just come
just saw the picture and 
heart did remember
thorax 
wellwater 

dirgeblack hair   

the itch that broke the commander’s back

songporn like clockstuff

sexual elecsis

“Robots love too” 

koan
kine
keen 
Como

Castries

deathtoll [too large for eyeballs]

has fortuitously

that elephant in the Edison film 

gale

Susan Sontag

falling short of complete comprehension itself 
may resort to things in ways that make others unhappy
or the same thing except interpreted differently

the Other
ocre
fiacre
zachary

and abandoned in (premature) despair

Sunshine: A good sun means a right fascism

(while) masturbating to memories of Virginia Woolf

not enough time
to fall in love

motion meets carnal specter

‘just being miserable isn’t enough –you have got to know how’ –Djuna Barnes

[they] look nice

cuteness could no longer be believedenough
and the fast [adj.]

and the end shaunts 

am your lover in sto(r/n)e

but I’m still have nightmares

sex with other people

arlen specter
arlen specter

chief

rtest stest and geous   

this saddens me 

Chase manhattan bank

too soon to tell

Matthieux:
In remembrance of saints and deistic religion –betterman and spurious nexus
.
renunciations (but) protean habit 
.
bridled by sense actions and procrustean chronology
.
if death is not a choice then death is friendly.
:Beronne
:Syialle

drinking w/ Al    

traversing the fantasy

we together are rent separate together

Hosea and the brastrap

Pom thinng

Alle[r]gicll

Gravestones.  
Sunshine.   Pencil lead, I mean graphite.

PerseusAndromeda

when we wanted to be funky

expiatory heifer 

andrew johnson’s gums

rifle fire sounds in Heat (1995) 

eyes too pained to interpret

[F]reeman

buenos aires.  bourgogne.  burgoyneasdefault. 
1[pronounced]

Bite the contestant. 

in pursuit of the cause of unrest 

that christmas day 

Prince vs. JamesJoyce

Gabriel was a boy she liked a lot.  They were seven and they were friends.  

Gabriel had beautiful skin.  So did the Washington Duomo.

du Lac

[a(/the)] sight 

bianine

marmot→compote→pudding

John Fogerty’s vocal chords = good ingredient for the queen’s apothecary

Bonnie of 2/14/1572, Cromwell, and Roger Williams.  Bonnie black, black bear, treacle paw.  
Bonnie’s getting the best boyfriend yet.  2004 is her year.

fierce like pond stones  

upon discovering the word sesquipedalian
 

rash fighters

scebble

tableture, monkeys, tt2to tfihr3e one1e

we are in the water, our tongues together in tenderest heat

the Pope’s problem with protein

Cable

giving it up  
    
([hopefully] better)

jone

on

dinner rug

those who (we want to) care
 

those who do care

Tuesday/Wednesday cusp  

visual pear

left (you) in July                                        

temperature
beef
joint chiefs of plaque

red snails, vitaminwash

    happy to be crying finally4  

baseball in the summer sports 
meanwhile; b 

is that sitting man dead

the wrong finite beauty

ram in stocking

[but we both know about] Satan Trismegithses, a really nice guy.  we [you and I] are really 
nice to each other, more than civil

of physiognomic strain eP4
of physiognomic strain g.g

teeth [molars] mining for water

of physiognomic strain g[long o]f

you were in charge

pineapple 

–it fucking blows that I didn’t like you

eggs at all chapters. eggs done all fonts [like baptismal]. eggs place

harboring

harboring

harboring

harboring

harboring

harboring

harboring

harboring

uriah heep hands

who killed the [web-tending] spider with the lacrosse stick?  

last night
last night #76
last night night
maybe more last night
grassknight, green apes
bottom don
last night: it was too vivid.

2 b334s blood doing what it will

awesome turd declines House of Lords seat ™

“broken scapula.  restaurant.  he only gets mad for a trice.  n(o/a)s(tri/a)l.  wendy.  mile.”

sight(s) 

appeased (by)

suburban 
seeming less current

the desiccated residue of shower jerk-off caught in foothair   

Usher Raymond

(little) knowledge of bird species 
(little) knowledge of chemistry terms 
(little) (knowledge) of mathematical terms  
(little) (knowledge) of horseracing terms
(little) (knowledge) of nautical terms

wristfed            

	


she cut up her tongue eating crackers

and indeed impresses in hope of a memory

 
2and how old will you be when you’re 80  

opeak

especially some other specific time

[Fassbinder] 

purple rain on buckwheat pancakes

we pals

bricolage 

steak(

cheekkisser

torment, that I am not me –K-C F

attendant to certain osmotic orthodoxies

flirting as last and best resort

bonté

dir. Zhang

                                       teem –ing (gni-

     
     Jim

i could see your face in everything
and I do 
because I owe it to you

gaze[d] out into the seagraves today 

the wind telling stories (to frighten me (back to pre-Modern books))

I love you 79 hours after this

why my little brother left
why my little brother left
brother left

site(s)

creek [Ana Mendieta] 

paint
ain’t no heaven 
ain’t no horse
ain’t no candy
ain’t no tree(s)
incantation
seagram’s 7

man’s wool (pliers?)

Hyacinthe Rigaud

poultry refuses to lose its power-ethos

the medicine doesn’t work

the medicine works

marshmallow or
tetragrammaton     

 marshmallow poured up from the belly of the mountain

                                                
tetragrammaton

was my boyfriend

.47-numb [right] hand [left of vertical median]

empty [swimming] pools surfilled againandagain with lavender

Written to two.  

I spoke.  And tomorrow I’ll be different.  Which is saddening.

One in a deeper way

One in a different breed of honesty

I could continue to send gifts (preferably live, sizeable animals)   

carpets and rugs are arguably identical

the inside of some vaginas
the inside of some vaginas

come back david

my warrior name would probably be Humans Want to Fuck Camel's Faces –Heather Steere 

[bl]ai[r]

fat al lado de hock

monument

braidup 
briadup

“it feels so right crying over you, and soon thereafter remaining me”

Cathars

catheters every hour

Myanmar

toilet index

at least 130,000 men [first-]named Lee

fear of fear itself

[D/d]iocletian decided (for us) again

the sorrow and the pity

the soil itself is recanting said gospellics

lye-eating competition

dealer

wrestling until

fastidiousness amounting to 

aroma decanter

Vespasian waxes his ass [burro or gluteus?]

diamond flavor

veal diamond

...and feeling naturally soiled

parataxis

pilot James
-
at times inferior to our sentimental expectations

–and dread, because I’m in a really good mood right now

a black van to drive with vocalist 

a place to go to to unbury a beige coat (dyed with tahini)

that summered skin

Terry [not a signator, or signature]

but he’s a pilot and that’s okay

Robert Perry
mustache/Septentrion
honest against-with nature

cha(sp/ps)er
ubborn str

5pero

skinned peach

the pecan defecates

to poach
Sgt. Xavier
Mygenes, an Aegean isle

to the maxim

to the maxim-
to the maxim

ludic rite

those novel, visage-held eyes I see as right for me

inside the thorax an avenue of oaks

because he has a kind face it’s okay that he causes death

Yes.[..]   I want to buy my horse back from you.

haunch chill double

grief(/queef)

it’s important to abstain from being welcome

sxrt npds

for five years now

 relegated to disremembrance

ends of depression

Lot’s wife a pillar of salt

brusselsprouts

dangerously liberated
an edition

an edition

The world seldom changes, 
but the wet foot dangles
until a bird arranges 
two notes at right angles  –Elizabeth Bishop 

hopes that patterns aren’t around again

ibis
coco
koko
cqocqo
ockham
dollars

if I’m really looking to find her again

ghetto homunculus

seitz [memory [almost always green]]

adaptation [aesthetics of Latinlittered word]

greg rates the arbors

tome khaki

chapsdick –AG 

“dementia should give what-was-me great respite.  my imagination is founded on many 
exciting phantasms”

L, who’s always seducing his friends’ girlfriends with his showcase of softness and probity

saze

wolf titties 

just [adverb]
just [adverb] just [adverb]
just [adverb]just [adverb]

libido = truth
.
a candidate for platitude all the same 

mubby mheckers

FBGR:
friend’s band’s great record

James Madison as a lighthouse off the South coast of Sweden in the summer

in a fight against 

*human spawned/named trends that are more broadly-intelligent and/or infallible than 
humans

I’m comfortable to know you but cannot give you my chance(s)

[and-now we see] how the bright men who marked our earlier youth with wisdom so easily 
failed before us

Each man row the wherry down the rive at the rate of monkey ( coad sign )  

governor hubbard

the needed beauty of that song (has since abandoned me to other songs)

Ken Kesey’s now feeling great, as certain cheerful (man-made) metal gasses (58°F)

despair

I paid you lots of 

Long Lots 
Coleytown

John Hancock
Elgin Baylor
Monte Hellman
James Dean
Vittorio Gassman
Distant Rider
Joan Allen
Quigley
Michael Hamburger
Michael Anne
Escarole Kaplan
Dinah Rocklande
CK ScottMoncrieff
Vidal Sassoon
Hepburn

sight [non-faculty]

broken promise [as in the [inherent] promise-of-something has been broken]

)testicles

why so sad?

violincatcher  

piety

(chowchow) 
apex fuzz

sam
on your lap

lard [not a culinary appliance]

langage rulage

5th month pregnant pudding

–boring sometimes beats the condemnation that opposes it

turning rather

effacement 

what would often not, but still be chosen

called kingdom

apropos influence

discbreast

harmony

hair color that makes me feel that way

nakob navvits

                                                          sequences here (against profound knowing
Dario Argento 
[chosen 

fethuc –man

the diffused point of retaining all punctual certainty 

abubboon

green (as in Mr.)

pomegranates = mushrooms

apropos design

the cardinal need 
the foster view
they see their pronouns
the chatter peters off

seasoning

a blithe empty heart
Oshii
Ishii

winespokenarchitecturalbravado1

the legions of hermit crabs

in session in session

good luck [(non-idiom)]

jebef

oimiimio

sevigné
          carrot
sevigny

oh, the horseshoe crab’s dead
scandinavia
scones

and still 
hay/ilya 
excitement 
after sober 
betterjudgement

all my pain as hidden words to certain persons

vaci

love of fable 

Oh) 

the kingdom of mollusks 

there are gay men I can tell

all possible Apollo[s]

4.7 inch diameter ball of wet-fuchsia-nail-polish mixed with ground-up-non-capsule-non-
chewable-multi-vitamins

laa la laaaaaa………laaaaaaa

how what we only want

fat [adj.]

broken hours of 

hours of broken

burnt mouth

Schöngauer’s Tongol Invasions (Homage to Uberwasserwelt)

it will not end because there are words

stigh sorrow(s)

patterns

bastards in cabbage

it seems that eyes are confined to sockets

mellifluous (sex(iness))

not right clarity

the unfair radii

recognition of assumed incongruity between epistemes augmenting neurotic tendencies

Kevin[2]

less( 
(.)
the rules of intelligence

Jason
India Cancer

have I yet to meet h--

My grandfather was a POW that should have died 

I am alive

De Stael Madame

I only began to notice you after that thing that happened 
(you won’t remember it of course)

ces uines 

nuy nop

l

listening experience x:

listening experience Y.five

media (i.e. colored colorful marine-life colors, i.e. steel drum music)

Donald Baechler works 

xylophone = awning

condemnas?  tragedy? 

–there is a space in between above and above above

Above  too

that time I heard it

‘do you know how much I love you’ –will oldham

(elton john, bernie taupin)

wetworms (are the same color as grapefruit and swollen genitals)

[W]est

humected dark soil spit 
and regulation (color) basketball

anticipating nothing to defend everything

like

drums/rhythm-based-percussion

it’s like Tim(othy), who’s always seducing his friends’ girlfriends with his showcase of 
softness and probity

Susan’s kind of like that too

the petitioned emotion won’t work

seeing how much spearmint fluoride-free toothpaste he could chew

“destiny, the proper accident” popped up in what must have been a

s/he put on shis spaiç[]eans and the mirrorcheck ended [something]  

headfailure

[unless we continue we end]

of that purplish with a hint of white, a deeper than lavender.  zk(
Cugat

gowning heave

Site

Was Jesus of English descent?

Fire Engine

very drunk, he spoke of Heidlberg being the man who sparked the printing wildfire in the 
Western world

the geometry in sight lines / the geometry in sight intents

Gesso Jaines

freezer opea

(sentinel) chive-rings fitted on canine teeth

opera (as plural of opus?)

Gamaliel (from Ada)

Ada (from Ada)

I love your
1
2      girlfriend
3
4

wet plaster devoured

emblem Otis
	
  (oatis)

garibaldi/macadamia

fotomachy

(ghee?)

gibbous gland 

unspeakable moans

no toe too big (to)

v [not a ‘v’]

bacteria meet (up) in the walnut grove

Kate

it will redeem you almost too later
will it redeem you
centers

(a) personal-fart

Edith Clever as die Marquise von O. 

(!)

[my] inside meats is rich with constellationable treats of my sudden-alone life

abundance of Richard –New York Press

[short story insertion (less than [499=]400/401 words)]

[short story insertion (less than [499=]400/401 words)]
[short story                                                                                       9 cheetah

[sjprt story insettin[      =  shprt story insetion  =story insertion here, shore
don’t worry about having eaten me

die Marquise von O.

changes

such a friendly gynecologists

oh these wonderful tears during this movie

Last 
gasp 
pock-
marked 
ones in 
pursuit 
of the 
seat of 
politics
, 
should 
we    
really 
applau
d: 
beauty 
trumps 
speciou
sness 
right?  
That’s 
the law, 
says 
Ocea-
nus.

Milton [non-surname]
o d i n
e ryle cor[p]

such are promises

kind visage

*blueberry lava sipped through straws

visage kind

lost weight

confinity

contumely
contumely

[grass seed]

affectionate goodnights

Edie Sedgwick

265

fear

	


s
w/soundtrack

[vaginal muscles]

corpulence coveted

broken treaties

Foster’s disease

spice lump

twenty-four ([the four is brown])

your source for hardware

combustible fires

gwaltney

ae

massacre on forient-th street

even though I haven’t met (h--)

Ca(i(/o))llois
Bataille Bataille
Queneau (qunoas)
Aragon (Aragon)

independence: 
    
attraction

june rune kine nunn

with famous people*

buen pastor
shepherd fleece
sand diego crook 
teak sheep

quorum 
with blackhaired 

we had liqueurs that made me anxious 
I left and shook its hand 

jan zrzavy

the (in)subordinates dearest to us

the . tendon damage in .. my . kn.ee.. is irreparable

the dame

about the best

about the best

epiglottal:

sovereign ([coin])
(.)
the chill that won’t abate

many (many) months since kissing

da vaunt

Perfom ance

beauty as ecstatic emetic

 [P]ope [J]oan 

jasper [mineral]

antimacassar
madagascar

renunciation of aesthetic conquest

many monts 

interbuccal bounce

talent

Chivas Clem

caul (weep 

Mine Hill Road

–it is through color that you become imperceptible… –Del.+Gua. 

fewsounded instruments

‘perhaps we loved each other because we had less to need to say then’

eSagan n[n]e[((e/(te/t))] 

mitochondrial DNA

have not been drinking
drinking

dinklage

‘Let’s face it. We’re undone by each other. And if we’re not, we’re missing something.’ 
–Judith Butler

Ubtasiumur( element number 80
Granium (element number 47.63

Cute is the best metaphysical word
C/cute is the best metaphysical word

(“)udon hellbland(”)
-
see, it looks like a moon.

cepheus

fallow

we fucked 
our salivas mingled for the thousandth time         
so who can prove that we didn’t grow up together

boysenberry jelly made with boysenberries pear and grape juices scooped out of a ‘lean’ jar 
by a bright silver tablespoon and sucked off the spoon by mouthpower[s]

denied the power struggle

asserted it

Carole Lombard asleep inside this french fry                                                           

Clark would be happy

and kitchen lettuce is statues

[Y]outh(ness) vs.

  bsidian
o
  blivion

riflebearer Fitusb

having birdsex in museums

also, museum spunk

Dickcheney 

never truly achieving more

contemporary plagues of impossible dreams livable in the epoch immediately preceding 

John Oates and pluto

sexy 6-yearolds

enough human contact to staple my will (in)to sufficiency

his girlfriend that likes nice sculpture

“though spirit is the only true lover I have had”

                       .
–as such the human heart doesn’t like itself 

defamate 

gorgeous

fic
vol
nyack
passaic

quaye

adolomite
mittens

benji

falcon re
i

Clunie

pad
pastime

social climber

hemmer oid l
(.)
Uneeda

teaching etiquette to the young
.
to make mirrors 
and destroy opportunities

(sacred) heart of Vesus

Grail green gauvain  (0 Graile green gauvain    ()Gruenwald() 0)
57812

match[heads]

hadn’t aged, and I admired the sheen of his hair
gables

-- --  - -- - - - -- -- -- -- - -- -- ---- -- ---- ---- ---- -- - - - - -- -- ---------- - --- --- ---- - -- -- -- --- 
------- -- -- ---

Joy division

‘chump’ [as friendly salutation]

extinct

to be smarter than 

Lydia Davis
the martyrdom of St. Lawrence
[truly] comfortable-enriching discussion

([)Buren’s(]) 

benign ascent (and sway)

putty butt windows

vine[-]rich

obsessed with someone

pullulating knoll bearing 
tonsils [not unlike testicles]

forgiven

egmont

otherthings taking precedence
other things taking precedence

chin rot

absolute monarchy

pusillanimous Wendy

pusillanimous Clive

the colors of the mandrill (caught) underneath your big toe nails

chapfallen
the selfish gene                                                      the guelphish gene

the ghibelline gene

“I love you”s

Jewish [but not observant]

boulder chill (that) rheumates me

orange 

apple [that one]

laudanum

whyW

–I expected them to be mad at me 

–why

did-they-plan-it
Galen

deer

ffastidious newsen

Valerie

colors remark 

       (Valér[y[y])

     occluded histories

To prove and to be
I will [re]marry your avatar
air guitar  ((()

where the converstion leaves us
where the conversation leads us

(air mitre)

Constance

gernal 
general rheim
Cixous

(Peter Pan) (as gaseous extraterrestrial lifeform)

haircut that won’t doubt

➣

impatiens

      legibly   alleged
chinchives

plo[h]

carmelite

db

Suck my knees! Brood with prepubic pubis
Suck my knees! If you’re livin’ in Massachusetts
Suck my knees! And then we’re gonna suck the onus
At the Polio Grounds with her royal toeness
Sucking polio mounds with your bass trombonist -bilfis

And bass is the place for me 
Maccabee

Nice Tits Dude

howitwasmisunderstood

mitre

porsum paste

banto[e]in
Danton 

vipershciss

why I am coil
 

where ,birth, and ,languor, 

do young girl games

yellow
of physiognomic strain 1p

Excerpts taken from anonymous student poetry on the back of Veronica’s turquoise blue toilet 
back while [J] was sitting there pants down and thinking, notetaking by rite of rrrrrr
Forever sleeps and Always dreams_____
but history can be written on the pasty scrolls of our aging asses____
conscience mews its miserable dirge of copious recordkeeping______
how do you fuse with hard matter and smuggle your smother 
away_____to lead a people sideways, 
a small band, in some halls of 
A closeknit community______
built on teeth…____

the snores from over my head and to my straight

Blondie song “Chthonic” [the ch not silent]

somebody screams.

another screamed scream
The scresm

John Jay
fodl finnds2-3

apocrypha[n]

lists of David Markson selections 

j(a)emesqua(i)ke

The thrill of recognizing who I want to be like and a different less ostensibly galvanizing 
sensation when I know why I don’t want to be like them; and a similar—if not identical— 
sensation when I see that I don’t want to be stuck with me, and the above sensations either.
–Maideo Wffa 

running into beauty
	
 elegance
                    other

Nantes

photo from inside the Large Hadron Collider

winter rice

(when) alone together jogging

last young

magnanim-

the last time I will see them this young

hegemony

no ranchero music

Taiwan, Pusan, and Kyushu

prelapsarian dreams continue

I trust them all

drachma

like catdisc and sunsurface-coolant

(this) did the trick for a while 

damnation provided by mnemonics

the inexorable [popular word nowadays] 

fretting was not infrequent, correspondences not infrequently applied the litotical 'not 
infrequent', and not infrequently time frequented itself 

“silence keeps us”

a very specific unimagined cat 

anticipating (a) life repaired

Leos Carax

pape babe li

post-confrontation panic

ouritu mensua bretish 

wase written on this napkin

Alex Oscar

with pumpkin 

And perhaps it is, and ought to be, insoluble. –jb

himalayan Milanese-America

jessiby

violin
zes

stork
vasco [de gama]
 
again he [the screen actor] sticks to sidepines
(vasco de gama) 

Gadgiel
Clement

the pain

primary structure
ocularly circumnavigable

reminding King Leonora
King Leonors

newspaper in current form found on the shores of the Caspian 2500-4300 years ago

will it redeem you

mrs. redmond

indomitable girl friends

fear of tinitis

station nates

per memoryricherthanlife

bad clothes bring bad mood

if I didn’t know to, I’d kill them

FASHION + CINEMA

5 

Versorecto
Heathre comes into Person and Maud’s room while they’re sleeping
says, I am scared of forgetting what I want.
Person tells her it’s okay.
Maud weeps.
Rectoverso
Person asks Heathre if he can hold her hand.  
Maud burns her hand on the cardboard coffee cup.  Ouch, shit.  Person blinks and then offers 
some form of consolation that has been unrecorded.  
Person pees, I am scared of forgetting what I want.
Pan hears him.  writes a letter.

Versoverso
Elderidge announces the soloist
And then cries out for sympathy, I am scared of forgetting what I want.
Nobody feels comfortable making him feel comfortable.

Am I writing about white people
I’m not sure.  

5 

humors still do drip

1066
(also KIDNEY)
mebbs and; or låges 

API:
advertising
popular 
intellectuals

(recognizing) a moisture that makes palms a certain together

sexual communion  
ultimate resort

eacheasier rex

advil that are ([-])27°C inside

“just because rubbing your wet-eyed hard cock between the B-cup tits of a quintuple amputee 
mannequin doesn’t maximize all maximums” –Mr. Right

why are these persons dying

though she appears 7-8 months pregnant, she is full of restin*  [*restin is subconsciously 
intuited as signifying a sensation/architectural-entity-from-3-19meters-tall-and-of-any-given-
width that is expressed in the English, Waltonian, and Romaic languages with first letter v, 
third-and-last-letter what looks identical to an x, but isn’t, second letter variable.]

stuffness, i.e. immanence

viv

inside the ear lies lazarus
he says, ‘I was suddenly; I suddenly found myself devoting thought to Sheila.’
the [L]ord sa[id], “An awful name.”
lazarus began to become fascinated with pine needles

anticipating (oracled) (plain) (paradigms)

dddastrond

upon sparing into tar hair

“totally relevant documents”

what she (says she) doesn’t want me to share

what I can’t bear her to know

what I actually want her to find out

plaid paradi[g]ms

Random plaid generator 

skein
chin
glix

(do you apply nomenclature to) 

acne archipelago

Jason
India 
Cancer

their atelier

pausing Dovzhenko movie to look up Laura Linne®y on IMDB

everybody’s love life but mine 
the many ([)civil strata(]) of massacre(s)

derf

themanylargeporesthatline 

alone becomes me
alioli

drastics (v.) 

Da-Doo-Ron-Ron 

raw

edward edward(E)dward Edward mallord 
	
 mallard	


Juancisco Gaotama Ballard
Reuld

Interregnum
vascinum

no seriously: INTERREGNUM

poil
menselaar
evogt 
I would sex with you because

Nordic/Nautic

nachochees archaeology

how have my fingernails grown this fast?

mission + tissue = titian

coronary with nocturnal beliefs

anecdotes (better if)

side shuttle/portal piss

babson/bateson

not allowed to touch it

‘how many people gonna get fuckin’ tetanus tonite?’ –Har Mar Superstar 

waking up away

crystal many 
gum under the table

hold my hand I’m prettier than you

Niels Bohr basement

dirt to soak up red wine 

more muscle than (me)

less muscle than (me)

green

(keep) revisiting that hand wave

banal lyrics for glory 

italo bembimonian

dream of dazh

(yo soy un) pepper grinder

foughtbeauty

Pick a booger 

Blue

seven snonts school for the vv

Cher’s lungs 

Cehr’s 

surtattoos

bevin mcnamara

storks in the 2nd millennium BCE

chunk city

supreme esteem 

panama(nian) peanutbutter pork

my legs look like a head

Kate Moss [is a Libra]

cicada-bird

imbecile/insulin

blue whales on/consigned-to couch pillows
the Lorenzettis dead from plague 

[beans + coins =] boins

panama changes itself to a planet (again)

cliché reapotheosis

Dick Tracy yellow

wnlimted false risk of impalement

unlimited false risk of impalement

mags

opoku

air freshener
a bluebeard

‘Lupe’s not lupine’

bowlegged w/ umbrella

scutenaire

knoblauch

Goat Strike, MA 02516

ai

youth wasted on wisdom

p-pparel 

womb roger

on the pitching mound –discourse 

[somebody wrote] I love you [on the wall]

zenith of olfactory approaches zero

blister rock/rouge

With me die my prejudices(!)

pantsbuttocks

baseball bwen

(inveterate) akimbo

“everyone wants my ex”

*tru-myriad proprioceptive

Brazilian flag

Cape Verde

how forever 

a loud(ness)

panoply scheiss

panoply

lips apropos

wen(d)s

routine preclusions

(Roman preclusions)

Gestation Ge

routine preclusions

booty dendrites

silverfish

I speak like them

lice dreams

bundricide

still a parent

get rich or try dying

litter, quarry

romance

dennissprouts

(upon discovering) w/o favored-habitual recourse

yielded fewer, embraced more

Satoko

passing

fan of the person who created it

priapism

dried pork as [orthodontic] retainer

apropos summer footwear

might

hairsauce[?]

dudesauce[?]

–line, a steward
–array, a keepsake

peach pulp and rosacea, mmmmh

divine(-)callings(-)common

why this policy 

upson downs 

snog

seer( )sucker

begen gin

less attractive in daylight

ore-spit-water-same

 ❤   infinite vs. absolute       

with pride 

antenubile/postnubile, thus buildings

being cowed by you big motherfuckers

with pride

piesinger cola

Bremen donkey
Bresson donkey

vertical field certitude

(W)agne(au/r)

Sorry For the Inconvenience

[specific] green eyes

Huguenot bubbles

cicada-shoe

pampered chips

bumsimauss

–the past is the future to obliterate my woes / the present is the present to name and subtract-
in-name

some added lamb[meat]

harpieBlex

lunch –

pyre baseball glove

Subcutaneous Precambrian ([diseases])

Pynchon(ite/ian) democracy

what is not wished known does not exist
what is wished known exists

urination map of the constellation Hydra 

(w)ives

things titled “if”

sap
refusing dress
monogram 
fe(r)v(o/e)r 
derided

hoped but didn’t say a word

i i v t

tooth seaweed

assertions reach places

cranberry starch clogs my tubes

algorithmic priestess _ _ _ _ _ _ 

button fly

cooler with a better gumline

–‘but that guy is impossible!’ –that is precisely what touches upon the real’ –J.A. Miller

the afternoon light   (x3)
husband and wife      non- husband and wife
conversation   conversation   
(sation  
)converse( 

total lunar eclipse (good for) 
‘we’re not going to be more-than-human anytime soon’

staring at is better than belonging to

than

the winds of post-ejaculation

interpersonal (politics) (levels)

found-focus on the unwanted unexpecteds

vorin member

not feeling so well: slight headache in left supercilial region, stomach a wee unsettled, bright 
screen too bright, heavy heart, heavy mind

what sorry means

Chris Matthews 

at the beach a lot of sand in the mouth  
Not quite like what concrete chips taste like. 

Lee Bnitts

stekind C LA S S 

never [is] not ionic

Lamaism

(denied) dreading

fuck you(,) [P]ast-[P]erfect

(and also word the speakgaps) 

Happiness on verso

(let us count on those)

I am marry a nun who’d Chinese-Jewish 

who will come, the Deleuzian Christians?
to eat food that cannot be know

beauty and boring littered bulbously between

pursue general fucksite

“when he saw her he forgot her; no one was happier than he” 

 
se conoce hasta

ere-substance 

“the liquor cabinet was locked”

teach nd tonguetorn

Charlotte Rampling
recompense
(an) apricot and the Ganges
against that brown leather locus

when horniness and goodness mean the same thing

cidar
Pindar
lapin
pal
_oqer
yant
sem(m x 6, visible only 2/3 times)

nothing can eclipse 
the beauty of that face 

Winter rats

hardtocomeaboutto

hiphop star ambitions ended

you will never be a member of this philharmonic

good on any instrument

who wants to befriend who more

Baron von Steuben’s contact lens crisis

prurience (repressible?)

realisticon

lightshine

grief needs 

hurt(s) others

kiven to

our mutual gaze now 

it is we our eyes the greatest thieves

clothes allure against whatever else may be

suzerain
casey stengel
tyler

adz
emerald
dust
pourin
notts

[–PV]

note to self: potash is not grits

your face changes on so many days

the line

declamations of the stupid

outfit ia2rSfr
the line
abbot 12-67-norit

ve
–the line

schwimmtofu

Isabelle Huppert

your hair change 
real cannonball, I’m dead                       
such pleasure saying ‘I’m dead’

downcast intense eyes
vague know mountains

nife, devotee of m

“rake lawns” as pregnancy, prophet, and Po

[teleologically empty]

fondness resurfaces

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	

tenderness resurfaces

beyond tired

watching the couple [dating]

I eat bread every Friday night.

Good bless you

> Sno cone,
> 
> I think I heard your voice.
> But maybe it was the other one.
> please maintain caution
> as there will be fallouts
> 
> I believe in God
> and Jesus Christ
> 
> Derdu Speicher
>

boon myth

drugs we don’t do anymore

imminence

the populace
the molar metropolises

me=meet
Perez’in
have to renegotiate yourself in order to preserve most important things

naranja [as] Jupiter, insides profound grief.

ice descendancy

where blue beams lie between

as witnessed and understood 
(as best as memory allows)

the kiss bestowed

who raits high

four within time increments

Kun

D         W         ’s pet (o/i)ice/pig, and pet poop [not petpoop]

casper
cornice      mashburn

desire thundersweat(s) [sweatless] upon

(though) my appetite was large for large things

cried large

drums/rhythm-based-percussion

truefriend (must) 

nearly every time

covered breasts (hold more clues)

root canal

inane [B]eep

houses greater astronomy 
[like greater Cleveland or Lima]

[a girl named] Perstephanie

It is easy to see from one's seat  

others’ secret

combatant 
frequencies of sadness

why how I know it isn’t right (for me)

It’s about possibility”

(torquemada’s still-living tonsils)

she left
she left

bee left
left bee [like left hand]

kicking ass on the extra-ascertained planetary habits of boating flotics

(B)autista

moisture noger [soft g]

the line

pearish

warmth; and graced vision

Jena was 

a conversation [(words rule persons)]
a conversation [(persons rule words)]

laughter( )still( )longs

my mother and son bake for me –Bjork

chest

great pants happened (in the heart of darkness)

ignored, but self-remembered

style

gymnasium

after opera
claude the panda

(the awful in) inextricable-from-yet-unique

could it be better

maim, a good munch

Johannes defct

no

who am I craving

PTAAIU

the stars are heavy tonight

Carboniferous insects
Carboniferous insects

(find ourselves) somehow coming to be together

[future] vital

trust

postprandial funk

tertiary.hombre.com

zigmoid

directory of names

How she scenes and not one –Thalia Field

bunsi opt

dreamwaste, in 3s

the new road you asked for is yours again

–[Edit] spent many years allergic to nature

(ignoring annoying ≠ ignoying) 
= one of those familiar ontological ineffables

supernovia

‘reality is not monument, so monument is better’ –Mencius

Mencious
where ambition dies

my sister the dalmatian

than me

spo-ops

imperative imperativism

(smugness (earned))

the hours pass

(dust)
pourin
notts
The lesser-fortunate guise

harmonious

that bodes

the height of the pig iron being pig

tonic house

ggarlic watts

many times lost becomes happiness

tuxedo trees of the Huang He delta

more I talk about (perversion) more (perversion) is

venereal
ventricle
vaincu

Coldplay songs

new lists of trope continue, egregiously pointed by Diamonds, and beneficently pet by 
diamonds of Diamonds  

you pet my head as I pet my tropes

wonderfully, perfectly great

you ate ants because of their sheen

loud
vo vocal
rocal

Suffix County [the county of suffixes]

blaiting

observationtrumps abuse

perfect navy-khaki 

(to) scrape limits of the human stuffness

Face falling to age
atavistic peek-a-boo
my weeping will come to honor you 

nap(kins)

dreadnought

he goes pee pee and furnaces his pants until the urine chills a bit and discomfort rallies him

return from the hinterlnds with intent to reform

smells like salami behind the ears

‘there’s no such thing as bad weather’ –j nyström

“tapir regency,” th collective

becuhzhapinisswuncewahzfriedim

Aladdin’s dolors 	


and so he whispers himself a sanguine trip with the tip of his tongue 

the stern fiber of fingernail biteoff

“give me puberty or give me death!” –Henry Patricks

antinomianism (w/ (peach) skin)

I can’t find the option of balming your loneliness

resisting the elation of storytell

brow

looking till deferment

sock ribs for frog cashew

my friend

gingham flat((worm))

masturbation in matching underpants

johanna

friend

the wind (rich with metaphor) 

Moast

other pubic hairs judiciate in minor circuit courts 5 to 8 stories high

less-fat-forehead

when better really isn’t enough

and vike nos

observation trumps abuse

g ons
g ons

the [(king)]

dearer-cadence

c.r.i.m.i.n.a.l

what does fluorine taste like?

almost
until it was discerned
until it was made so

best looking

no afflatus for the _

quim afflatus 
quim | afflatus 

why bound by form might pain

b/c bodies can be carbon-dated and suddenly someone’s hurt

nusbandry

rats reducible to the same thing as god

less lovely in private

less private in lovely

ghost donkey

prac [(long a, soft c)]

tapdancing (on)

Maybe in this afternoon thing

stuck

stuck in neuroses
bad shoeness debates

resistance

umbrella mistaken for wine bottle

occa ties(t)

futture

who’llthere’ll be when I’m old

centers

the little kid breaks the eye contact first

mistral craccers

getting ready [subject = ready]
suddenly real [subject = suddenly]
almost ready ready [subject = ready ready]
already almost [subject = almost]
= almost

subject almond almond

tired of waiting, we plan[ned], but then g[o]t tired and find ourselves waiting again

is their love the same as ours

carried still

language as/when colored by hair type

was a girlfriend’s girl friendyhtg

both children were retarded [wait that’s not cool to say anymore]
(.)
both children were different from what would be considered mentally and physically normal

Jason
India 
Cancer

observation trumps abuse

both children were kings

the line

pals

revisited

mating organisms in debate

hope against faith

quoitus

spinal risk(*)

poetry itself

who looks best (?)

dr(

rote hope hell guiding                          hell guiding rote hope

they’re not recondite, they’re specific

when “bicycle days” end(s)

JIM

that kind of magazine

how might 
many stares

speech hemorrhage, pentecostal(,) chocolate

tin higeine

oh, suddenly pregnant

feeling-remembering the [Freudian] superego is so obscene 

ice skating (making love to) gum

messoles ragne

etre( )en( )intelligence( )avec( )elle

baldness such [as]

lerd hormen , m

macaw (and friend)

“I no longer write in poems, I connect (panted) knees”

bubby brister oliphant

the wrong livery 

les enfants du paradis (size 9)

the soft inner digit top ink

ec [soft c]

we love trance

b)those cheeks (1)

those cheeks (#)476)
those cheeks 15,464,973

gravestone-munching ursines 

those cheeks
those none cheeks
those none (cheeks)

Sepharad

mruse

study 
study  

if it moves you

Too many of these college friends gone wrong

Burt Reynolds cums rice milk

bridge over warmish mumbling

perseverance of(/)belief

(dorsal fin acne)

dolors [like colors, not dolors]

a beard
-
pope Alexander – Alexander pope

wonderfully, beautifully perfect

hands such as these

(ci/sie)ston cex

RUBEN

ah, indeed I depend on other people

land of vandals
mitochondria
Pixies

who talks (?)

well(-)dressed keys to the kingdom

in search of absolute becoming coming to know comforts of the search for the absolute

–all printed matter [is] biosphere for the world [populated by] calories

squocky

(have I yet to meet h--?)

sex lives of lanterns

Warren Beatty

malingering

tabernacle

a[n] hairstyle evacuates a 
a) moterboat
b) crustaceans
c) niephysu
d) emily

what is felt must swallow 

chaster b/i b/i in er(

ambling (within the warmth of familiar)

saint-just

the redoubts 

dien tag

disporridging

Kevin

aluminum triangles (decipher rectangles)

counting to five as four and a half seasons pass

metals attachéing eye contact

bosomly

‘even if you are right in needing something you don’t understand’

growing callous

pores teem(ing) with hope

didn’t register*

beginning younger and younger

(!)

you that looks 

makes a crave

the time in front 

resemblance lends spice(d) mourning

beccafum[e]

–mediocrity is indeed found achievement

the action that would define

onionoatmealraisin

boken heart

‘crystal meth’ turns to ‘Bristol w[h]ent’ over time

still trying

unadulterated kindness lasts until

(()[the]()) totally tank

Ginad

empedocle

surplus

twontinno

boatmeal

obsessional importunities

the nicest [kindest] socks

the giant is cooking whole [giant] wheat pasta

moiety

Emily, the god of or

poetry itself

whatever it is believed 

performance

those cjeeks

turned on by good clothes

‘when will children learn to let their wildernesses burn’ –beck
the wilderness is calling all its children back again –Leonard Cohen

nonerby’s exeme, invoked

of physiognomic strain velvet [compound word]
with a mint of white
with (a menl [mint] of whightte) 

a wint of sight(

purple panda

escape brings a smile 

skinshake

delicate-deutic industry
–‘well you did taeq that sigerret frm me’
(anticipation) of beauty advent

resistance

a bed of leaves and spring(rolls/bok) 

dream bouquet4

d’acc

people are enjoying themselves more nowadays

more is most

bald together

glorious rat return

(geometrical blessings)

speed ahead (please)

seasoning

evasion plactics

hiccticon

your annoying vainglory
vaincharity 
daubtongued
daublarynxed

rhinoceros

(unjust) copiousness of circumstance[s]

trust

the prophet decides the decision

love in belief

faith in hope

theater as cinema

hope against hope

monument 

[(]inviolate grapefruit peel filled with truck exhaust as[)]heavenly sphere with circumference 
of 14, 645 km.

goodflesh

broadcast from tragic disappointment
almond(s)

hopeless faith

‘I notice that I laugh different laughs around different people—very few are the same’ 
–Arthur Miller

curious about her private life 
her history too

Farrow’s farrow

my ugly beard

the sky is blue

hometakes

all spaces are real spaces –Samuel 18:18

gamine [pl.] 

sweet and hea[v]y

like my love

eye marbles [game]

eye sweep [game]

eating your extra food and eyeing your wife
watching the food fall to the floor and wondering how lazy can I be
 
what debts do I owe

Rub the golden fleece with my Peloponnesus –Bilfuis

avey

buffalo nickel

chun gun

bring

bring
monhonored

(waits) generously in motion 

beaucoup redsauced lightlyfried 

(personal) litheness

lull that generates angers

Rudra’s arrow

why we love trance

doggerel

zem-si

c’noicis(
harboring	

harboring

harboring

harboring

harboring

harboring
	
     iii
harboring

harboring

victory over death

Dear Convent Rice,

‘men together both know well about penis processes / and thusly can trust the rhyme of the 
azure’ –Cablegram

Alexander beyond the Indus

the silver (transfer) dream chte

rake

blown kisses for courtly love 
courtly love
stargazing
deep verdure
nocturnal hopes

memory [almost always green]

diurnal hopes

umbra

smirks that sink large ships

knows to marry money

monument

myth boon

buying rain’s human values from itself

lebal

Plutarch ≠ zebra (by color spectrum standards)
dackstreet doys
opulence
oboe

Plutarch [incandescent gray]

bayouvouac

fear of fear itself

vier of vier itself 

morphine drip

chamomile

real time playa

Atlantis [n.] burps [v.]

stolen aspirin (in the news)

happily-timed gift

fearslides

Saint Anthony 
St. Anthony Abbot 
jai alai, blue cheese-wis
venders-off, mountain-off

vox veneer 

lessintimacy rally

consistencies across separations

big planet says encouraging remarks
a fast freedom expansion

aunt

ire plaques

(too many) incompatible visits from your temporaries

.
gomo  - - - - - 
.
q[h]ydrated stidents

surmediocrity

the gift

refusing a frame

true-testament deemed trite and desperate

[Hou Hsiao Hsien’s] The Puppetmaster

St. John the Baptesticle

affection
and affection
affection strides beyond affection

especially you

conjunctivitis/goldfish

refusal antiquated 

blackberry (as seen by Hamlet)

blackberry (as seen by Richard Strauss)

blackberry (as seen by Sesostris)

Sesostris as seen by blackberry

rubella shrieks through the trees

you can’t keep it new

sea cucumber (mouth and anus)

I love you even so

(C/K)asper 

heart’s focus

boy barrel in [the] eddy

own known 

theos pee

own known [vertical] sides

affect haunts 

Memoryricherthanlife

hen wen the oracle pig

v

gherkin cum
(o)gemmo
king’s highway

very large genes blocking the door and breathing  

heikispeishr: forded the river by expansive boot

demands free the thyroid

Gladiator Pho

keep 

ruining 
 
your cherishable comforts

dentistry: vestigial

really risk real loss

nostalgifiably 

the pus arose angleterrically

the wrong right hair

all one’s spouses 

from moving window to moving window

zoophastry

ni(n/c)e
fetid

incident/apparition
incident/apparition (x --)

[“that humanity does not cease to maintain a sum of stubborn and incompatible, impossibly 
rigorous reactions is something worthy of admiration; indeed nothing merits the same degree 
of admiration” –Georges Bataille] 

gamma gobulin waterpark™ 
gamma gobulin waterpork(™) 

Leonard Cohen
necks of noumena
crushed chilis, flattened fruit and corn soothsay to me now.  
I wish I lived in a Scottish lullaby. –Heather 

tto[too] squat

vijd
[a] pickled threadbare 

[perorations] of the ped-u

testament devoured as pastiche

alwaysworks 

baseball [the orb]
baseball [the orb]

halcyon was-is(/meant)

recognizance of sudden loss  
optimal of a direction

[alwaysworks walk]

vapid savvy    
bullies       
the dreamish 

inevitable yours until mine

pastry(-)causing heart attacks

“Why don’t you fucking die so that I can copy that die” 

ribben censure

shoals-for-beard [man or immortal?]

tzaraphone

chromatics wield --e Jesus sword

vagina-mumps

one Justin Timberlake
Justin Timberlak

(but now) me and my winsomeness are drifting toward home

threads

+ hazel-dawn dumpert +

[cannot comprehend genitive, dative, or aoral]

incurring graciousness

“chowders aren’t necessarily avuncular” [something to remember]

altricial cathedral 

wouldwater

default reproduction
don’t fault estrus

rich blck hair 

a glen of toes

(due to distances) a venerable individual (due to distances)

subtle renunciation grows thicker

incurring annoyance

the end of preliminary hope
a turn back to what-was-and-proceeds

bold-sudden  

huge-domesticity 

domicile

larynx malick

rock potato novel

happiness dreams of [this] happiness

invididual

article

song 

renal debate(s)

person-observed—sociologically curious—(forgotten)

it’s waiting forever that counts

(Pa/p)est(um/o) 

what’s warm and lovely 
hiding inside a tree on fire” 

hi-jinks 
(tamed by) 
generalized fury

critique of non-pure horniness

reverent 

affection 

revenant

sockpaste

viole(n)t

rule of most importance: I is transparent

(is) tantra plural for tantrum

gardening thing

Brakhage-Vertov

coming on with the power shitty

becoming

womanly  

if catching was not an option
if caffeine was a paleozoic biped
if cashmere/kazimir was a wrench

the word ‘oh’ rests atop 

forage by nin

(why this continual) occult occlusion

panic/snow

dissolution of radical roots (because of wicker (problems(?))

hugging watchmetal

–Pasteur suspected that cattle pulled human teeth in the night with the assistance of anagrams 
and potato.  Although evidence is nonexistent, the blonde hairs (and rainbows) exhumed from 
Ana Orvena’s grave suggest that there might be some veracity to this seemingly ludicrous 
rumor.

the many origins of pepper

postrespiration in the cozy 

(also toenails as plantain chips)

let’s not cinemize all these… 

precious metal’s got a long one

zhon’viev

nightoutfit	


abolition

 

that hot guy from [the movie]

ponce particular

illegal plumbing 

of aesthetic conquest

veracity city docks

swimming devastation eyes (I’d murder the world to have)

discrete spatiotemporal entity at three different points in time and/or timespace

blackvaginafindah

rule of most importance: I is opaque

preempt regret with putative bullshit

discrete spatiotemporal entity at three different points in time and/or timespace

their time in Brussels

dell’acqua 
.
delacroix

farmer fights huge hovering louse with a pitchfork

ictim
st(ee/a([)e(]))ming faeces

strafed

uncomfortable around doorbells

anaesthetized chai on the dissecting table

[the cultural language where gravity and comedy are illegible from one another, purporting 
the vain, perspicuouss, and supermodest highly legible language of sheer mania]

I am no longer pain 

hands with dirt not dirty

but now a new way to pain makes me

chudent maakerel meae (2 5 6 2 3)

(if) the miscellany thrive

last [final] time

sexual romance with [one’s] doppelganger
end of my ice war
everybody forgot ordovician
ball tingle12

food[(-)]legend 

besuppledmolar  

e  

Godfrey de Bouillon mush

inquiry from nine sides

“some dogs are not good with children

sleep rejects one from two

closer than before 

how probably true that they’re happier than us(!) / how probably true that our happier than us

elective sound failure

consumation –Bataille

STTICMNBD: 
so that the inherently credulous might not be duped

icky piled-strewn all across Borges(ian) map(s)

and/ot

walt sampson

un[-]derfed 

(unmentionable) game (unmentionable)

bullshit, i.e. [cow]shit with horns

[(]P)[)]Ar-vit
[(]P)[)]Ar-din
[(]P)[)]Ar-lup

“geniuses at excuse and tomorrowing our resolves” –JJ 

omophagy after (aesthetic) encounter, for example:

_and hence the myth of time

associative[-]memory 
coronation

performance (passive)

bosons, 16th and17th century Jesuits, any one of a variety of pastes [mixed together 
[(inextricably)]; 2.35% within a perimeter, goldenrod (infinitely thin cylinder); 
brown cube cardboard 3.75ʺ″ x 3.75ʺ″ x 3.75ʺ″  boxes 

others 

m’others

the constellating movement that enjoins spirit and deceives friends

magic pigeon tiles [v.]

the morethanmirror—the need

fiasco unsure

percussion

vercil

-Algoisiust

these I must vanquish; it insists it

phenomethings

sitting ((as) seen)

 
antics

(death is) impossible of the possible.  possible of the impossible –JLG

kidney saddlebags

vateral

effigy too 

the same thing

the same thing
the same thing

the belief in boxes

guarded fibers (of (the) Ruhr)
   

“not so fast O’Brien…these have always brought me luck” 

‘those who are’
                                                                                                                                          

         
    

     

Chekhov and the bunnymen

               me odio

eusthenopteron (now has a massage license)
 

knowing absolutely nothing but beach volleyball

spinal injuries 

I keep it to myself
stagione

non-aesthetic symmetry 

ejaculating in the General’s rectum

snow white

processual

air nog 

Canova youth

a sweeping page of position 

(interactive merit)

virustown

alternate ways to fill up a page

twiddling thumbs to heat a [freakishly] cold winter for all India

shibboleth high

imaginationthin for matingprep

([G]alen) six[/6]

co-passioned banter-co

cultural centers

darboncating

shared: asymptotic(?)

battery
Allergies
The social life of lions
Allegro

[empire] l[o)(f]l the colorblind

second schein on the southern line

fibulous

timeless gains of partial nakedness 

the syntagmatic haddock

the hyperbolic pollock

pockmark paradise

vacillatingsny

cliché reapotheosis

Spain seeks 222,000 years for 9/11 suspects

(the face is a veritable megaphone –Deleuze & Guattari)

slaver

phobia becomes true metaphor

incontinence (every 3 - 3,874 Neptunian days)

astroephysics

astrophysicae

phusis

 astrophysics

“in the prunes in the prunes where the sun don’t ever shine”

astrophysics
recidivism

genuine sadness

“I Have a Dream” speech

the promise of enchantment

[given name begins/beginning with] E

what pillars wait

di [= blue]

bachelor

viamonds in the f

TMALB:
to measure a  lover’s brink

-fonacula
                                 
b

(only) balancing the worst of what is best: 
the bringing over
the beckoning
the ever-ultimate refusal 
 

silent epicity, nasality, broadflaccisstern

that I could challenge it

(which is supposed to be something quite different from here)

purple meant 

the last would haunt until the last

denigrate

I think I’ve preferred witnessing this from a mind

rain, meaning

talcum/saffron

suddenly laughter seems innocuous again 

                                                 rd
                                                b
                                                 b
[u]nwilling to co-act             nur
                       c                  def
                       7               mi
                       a              lx
                       a             m 
                       a            e
                       l l         l
                       (e)      o
                       m m e  

fond

guis

nebendorna

l x x t

plain apart

nonfeculent

…being that Governor Pataki has been thrice convicted of sending chewed food in 
security envelopes via mail.  To this most recent charge, he is pleading not guilty.   
His misdemeanors have amounted in fines totallling $2500.   If convicted again, 
he could face 1 month in prison.  

 

company better

company better(e)

Finnegan’s Wake (begun)

mirror eject

the world 

Monica Vitti

plumbic styles 

(sanguine) early-idle

next a thing     next a thing      next a thing next a thing   next a thing   next a thing(()          -
 next a thing        next a thing                  [-]   next a thing                 next a thing())     
   

Mandarin

(excitement =) dessicated excitement

age will make

castopoeia

• New monkey naming rights sell for $650,000

turbine-shapiro

st( )amen

will remember these words for a little bit

decay packs* 

dashed-line-iage dooring the back-up persons 
(whom we feel comfortable with and always never call)  

([courtship]) ebullience 

shame-edit

thylacine

the avian sky
the avian land

the tile store’s in my prostate
	


volatile until a need
[need until (a) volatile]

Turk 
Incredibly
unknown

holy

somehow botched the natural hug
somehow ruined the natural hug

p istil

tender(er) tend

tri[chinosis/m/lobites/cheurs]

Dominicana 

(diminution of palpebral need)

Boricua 

Aut chre

Punic paste

ode to human affections 

severance

deep visage

that301.5609973

TIOAITRAAROVID:
the ignominy of an incapacity to retain an ample reservoir of vocabulary is damaging 
(ETHJMMLUWA:)
(enough to have just made me look up the word ample)

who can I complain about this to?

also, is fury a softer word/thing than it is assumed to be? 

WTOKT:
waiting trumps ordinally kept time

head crum[b]s

(it can be argued that) it ultimately* doesn’t matter

(1.) Seinemarche un

cry for fun

naranj sweater

kiss[cushion]

whoa, that guy was blasted

Ingres Goya

“Mama told me not to come”

Pope Joan

“I do believe you are what you perceive.  what comes is better than what came before” 
–Lou Reed

interpolating importance for the common good of me

how to keep this impossible sadness at bay

AIDS  charity

 
 nd the end of universe is ne r

ITWTBCFU:
I too wish to be cared for unfailingly

once again hopes to introduce a skincolored-faceless

(rather,) if counting stopped

anti-puberty coach

v        v           v     v            v           v            v      v          v                v   

^     ^              ^          ^          ^        ^        ^            ^           ^          ^^

poignant lonelincy

  Colombian donkey trots free after a brush with the law 

parsifal 

(()anterior cingulated cortex())

Crying as architecture

[how] [the] several freezes thought

Neptun(e)

“I’m sad”

journeys to other proxies

(dulling) domestic bliss

sensate oblivion (waxing)

                        (((thumbs)))

propriety meet pelican

(I am) shrewd/stupid enough to justify it/me

wetknocks

impossible = generous

grigio/grey/gwathmey/gyre

(tell me) nineteen(.00) things about yourself

coliloquence

(she said that) libido (was) the most efficient censor

the suggestion
the duggestion

different/factors[-]five

gum runner

Duino Elegies

optical misbeauties

antics
ontics

declension

..early Greek philosophy

INTOLERANCE

anus b+i system

I dance

when I danced

a motion that sidl

Lacan says 
and from that ballon I burp 

–for example– 

‘I just mean to say that when love really (wins) it (wins)’ –M

and wan us the past participle of win

bacon-habits

www.lemonparty.org

THTHWE:
trouble holding these hands well enough 
–and I hate it

[European] pork[s]

thai words backwards/thaiwards back words
“my next and last ______”

we wake

Attaturk mascara-licorice
Attaturk, lumber

intimate results

“you were the first to be the last” 

karate 
pilaf

because I won’t know until I die and fuck everything 
because I won’t die until I know and fuck everything

portrait prays

Minerva on the digital camera

154

Jay-Z on J.B. Tito 

red (is not white) wine 

pan daemon ium

squalid

cheeks again

false glamour ruining everything 

IT REALLY HAPPENED

locks

b. i. ghrzhivrass(ie)er

Bowery [pronounced Bovary]

Otis Reddings

genetic/prosthetic

(engineering patriarchs)

l’toatifoat 

(even in)
spiderman

spoonbill

johnthousand [returns]

–seduction being self seductive

(to) witness Wounded Knee

scruff scruff

her dad herds coi

“life is aberrant”

life as aberration

play in the schnee

please please me

paper is persons

about locomotion

dedospies

damascus creeps [v.]

Molly

*

James 

the warmth and comfort of that hug (not being enough to hush the other part of who I 
(really?) am)

taylor wensc [v.]

doesn’t actively practice murder

sunheat thru winter windows

mouth-violin mythology

egalitarian quagmire[s]

this cult of knowledge (so that no mistakes will come)

lamborg hni emt
strawberry egg
torsus navigi
Vencius cuntii
trajan langdone
et emu et teu tde

chaffinck’s gaiapticon

cannot suspend dreaming 

towards restfulness

ass itches like ass itch

Gates

Love in telecommunication

snow dumped on [my] sleeping skin

motion of 

meansends

 
Okay 

nocturnal

that would sate social curiosity

yet again answering, 'mostly none’

cones and rods of eggplant

lively explanations that happened to help

sweetpotato voice

 fid(e)

Jasper Johns (1930-1930†)

simi valley ricardodrome

Andromeda’s wet

how our group’s challenge will fail

king  subaltern

poetry-paroxysm / seduction-secrete

tingo

[comradery

humorshare]

steambathcure

coel-

Duchamp paintings*

transport blessings

Franz Ferdinand

bleach is dirty
and dirt is water: eat it –Benus

flat plugs from piylobalkenoll

(invalid/infallible) Zoroastrianism

stuck with this ([episteme])

itchy shins from cabbage

be Cambrian

too oppressive to commit 

4.

Oh right, Heathre’s dead
Anything you can do about it, Satan.   
I was that heron.
Oh.
Maud, are you okay. 
I guess so.  It’s tough being a mother.  I’m supposed to cry though, aren’t I.  I did cry.  I cried 
during March.

Credit Card
Your credit card has expired   

4.

Sirens chapter of Ulysses

Sirens chapter of Ulysses

very frequent bawling during 

just the thrill of rote singing  

A place in the world of people

How grand

Great chromosomes

Pied pipers are waiting in the banlieux

these underpants

stolid

 

scrod

Nastassja Kinski in Paris, Texas

Noah

hornier than a gate

cipher [as parent or comestible]

mighty beakers shedding tears

superior penmanship(*) 

those who died 

in memorium

sleet-numbed knuckles

sea scrotum 
(not a reference to Uranus or maritime mammals)

‘two months from now when you have your period, maybe you’ll think of me because I 
thought about your period last night’ –Darren Bader

facequakes

Beteljuif

Merz
Merz

Merz
Merz

[A]pelles
 

cholesterol motm

ultimate selfishness appalling and sweet

      3.   Burning Manure Pile in Nebraska 
Goes Out

whale( )leather( )tuna

feels better incommunicating

athelete’s foot carried/transmitted by falafel

photon - (c)aptain alliance –

jealously concatenations

(dry) pasta cluster(s)

‘do you remember’ is the trope that fits best

\\

the puff(ed)

superstitious around hate

Jordan Belson stuff

Jordan Belson

sti hap [and] nif

nemeses (can) 
meet at pretty 

(mis)reading the sex in his/her eye 

the vanquished pariahs ghost [v.] cider

’s cosmetic surgery

(un)Whitmanly

the indelible smell of garlic in math

“sugar is not a vegetable” –Gertrude Stein

diplodocus

everything that comes out of my mouth just won’t do    

[–originally written in green highlighter ink]

I'm not yet sure, so I'll write about charm again –Heather 

Svevo-
cocaine 
[as granules]
also, salvos

inspiration
vigilance

manse 

 
cheetahs

inepticon(t)

beef-toothed mehr

let’s-talk

bul

–future lover 
before future

sports pundits

fath gomaftifancher

thinking of you compulsively

levant left
riyadh right

moira

totem bird [of prey]

iced tea
bronchial bones

(where is) my kiss that means as much as theirs

when Napoleon was mostly Corsican

mohels (in many places)

the race soon aches backwards

[B]lue [M]oon

 
whist with sour cream

kissfire

(fortune’s) diagonals

when Amy screams

2.76

–Isn’t it nice
Maud said.   Her audience concurred with dubious sincerity.  Except for Pete.  He loved 
it … Edifiers divergent.  It’s okay though ...  Friends are great, right? … A question from 
the vocal tract of Emulet.  Fat bitch.  She does tell funny jokes about the Nepalese 
though.  But not a lot of broad cachet in that.  Need new friends: it’s one of those need 
new friends days.  What is today, … @ 3 when the phone pisses on my self-esteem … 
No windows, I know.  When you’re twenty-nine.  You’ll see!  Love you so much … Too 
bad incest is out of the social options for the present social order.  Remember that 
Nabokov book, Maon?  Oh yeah.  Hot stuff.  person and I are okay though.  Not all that 
bad.   
No windows.  Such a shame.
[Oh, how’s the celery?]
Drase is captain of the celerity team –says Agness.  
Oh, does he good your breasts? –team three.  
Yes –Agnes. Yes. 

After Vladimir Nabokov has fallen out of favor
judgement day
renderings
love your work
thanks, Jesus

to avoid a novel

so spoke pseudo-Machiavelli
Last gasp pock-marked ones in pursuit of the seat of politics, should we really applaud: 
beauty trumps speciousness right?  That’s the law, says Oceanus.

Oceanus was commissioned as a muralist in 1956-57 to do something sage on the murs of 
Corp.  He did a mighty job.    
to avoid a novel, we can no longer paint murals.

dumbed down for lightning

But we can invest our bio-optics to the virtual stuff
says Stuffy.  The positivism is irrefutable.  I can’t deny it, says Maud.  
[three minutes later]
Inky and Heathre might make good sisters, Rawoul.  We should let them play together more 
often.
But Andresa doesn’t like you Maud, you know that.
The happinessofoneschild must,always be a priority, more celery?
No, I’ve had plenty.  Dinner in three hours anyway.  
Anyway.  An hour has passed, it seems.  
Thanks for combining in conversation with me.  
Thank you, [Maud].  
Give person the secret handshake for me.
That was awkward, Christine.

Plotinus
Pliny/Livy
Bede
Maximillian
Procopius
Plutarch
Pausanias  

The Vienna Genesis
Getting back to that virtual stuff

{memoryricherthanlife}

….This shit is great.  Remember when it used to come in cans.  I prefer these vintagey bottles 
though.  I have less substance than an adequate man should.  But adequacy’s extinction 
predates the can phase-out doesn’t it.  Evolution of intelligences.  Maud blessed America.  I 
hate America.  But I really love cola.  I guess I love Maud too.  My chest feels like something 
on the periodic table between elements 12 and 76(?)  Must be love.  Why were long beards so 
in fashion in the second half of the 19th century?  I wish I had a son who’d be a great 
physicist.  I wish I had a son I could masturbate with.  Heathre’s a great child though.  She’ll 
make a great adult if adolescence doesn’t ruin her.  What’s that word?  Sipping syrupy carbon 
water.  (Carboniferous.  Melissa.  Tramp, meaning vagabondthing. Delilah)  Why doesn’t 
anybody name their salon Delilah’s.  There was that place called Hirsute.  That was weird.   
Was it clever.  Phone ringing.  
Hello.  Pernicious.  Yes, that’s it, thanks.
What would I do without a wife.  w-i-f-e.  english.  and what if I had hair on my ass still.  
electric stuff.  electrons.  photons.  bosons.  beaux arts.  Cosi fan tutte.  
I’ve got muji in my shorts from jerking off before.  Could have asked Maud.  But that means 
I might not have felt comfortable leaving after sperm.  She has a nice small pink vagina 
though.

u(-) mullion ( )

We would wait in stations (or so the novels said) And the sweat down sun harried skin
and 

Sacerdotally/

Hi mom
Hi Heathee, you look bright.
A minus 
No, I mean you look luminescent.
I think it’s that new laundry detergent you’ve been using.
I don’t use detergent honey.
Well whoever does the laundry then.  I think I have my period.
Oh, that sucks.  I’ll have to show you what to do about that.
Does it usually happen so early.  
No, you’re about the right age.
I like being right.  
Then why an A-minus
Because Teacher said it gives you that creative edge,
Oh(-)right.  
Mom, I don’t want to have dinner with you and Dad tonite.
Oh.  Neither do I.  I won’t be hungry till after dinner, in fact.  I’m sorry I said that.  Kind of.  
Nevermind.
Can I eat dinner alone (at the television).
Yes.
Thanks.
She kisses Mom.  
I love you Mommy.
Maud smiles and drives her driving machine, automobile is a pretty solid word in this case, 
but

personal business
person conducts business at a relatively accelerated pace.  He is relative to many things in the 
universe. 
“I want to remember why I liked baseball when I was a kid” he says to his otherperson-empty 
office.
I wish I was a goat kid too. Goats are always nice to me.  They seem really quite smart.  This 
human thing has got to be bullshit.  That’s what all my friends are starting to feel.  I can see it 
in their eyes.  That’s right!  The plural of iris is irides and irises.  Penises and penes.   English 
is great.  Cola.  Awesome word.  Luminescence.  Logos.  Great word.  Mortarboard.  Great 
word.  I wish I was Chinese.  They are full of great ideas ever since 2006.  Does everybody 
secretly wish they were Chinese?  They’ve got the most people.  India too.  But China’s got 
that jade-thing.  That’s probably racist.  Insects have a lot of themselves too.  Remember that 
movie Starship Troopers.  Remember that porno I like.  I remember that.  I’m going to go 
jerk off again, because I, why shouldn’t I.

penistime
skin, skin sounds, palmskin, penis skin.  Penishead always looks one of the sames.  Good 
ugly friend.  
Oh, I came again.
Bored now. 
Need to eat some protein; where are those boiled eggs?
Opens bathroom door.  Looks out window.  Sees everything as metaphorical boiled egg 
yolks.  Hunger is a great poet.

They probably also have lots of great Chinese words
They probably also have lots of great Chinese words.

The Czechs
I don’t like Slavic languages so much, but I bet they have great words too

And sees her age in number.  And her body in form and in relation to the ways of the male 
sex.  

Master Sanitary Stalin man.  
Give me your hand.  We walk.

zero difference from talcum powder. 

on the throneroom in losture. 

a half of seconds-record 

Have you seen Jurassic Park the first of the movies.  Jane is better though.  Has a history.  
Vrai.

They put different vowels and stuff after the same nouns.  Tenses I don’t understand.  
I wonder if Heathre is smart enough to understand that shit.

pulle

Heathre
Mom, I’m going to write a book.  On the possibilities of life in universes.

Maud
Okay.
I’m going to reconsider my happiness.
phones person.
Yeah, I know.
Am I happy?  Stupid question.  People were never happy.  Games keep people happy.  Goals.  
The Medicis might have been happy because they were in charge.  But they probably had 
some disappointing offspring.  Catherine wasn’t that disappointing.  She massacred the 
Huguenots.  That takes some vision, poise.  Maybe person would have been a politician if we 
never met.  Why am I thinking about romaine.  I wonder if Heathre understands that we were 
alive before she was born.  I wish I enjoyed drinking more.  This seems like a J.D. Salinger 
moment  –I wish my mother hadn’t made me read all that shit in middle school.  Too bad dad 
had that learning disability.  He was a good looking guy.  I hate Monica.

(Heathre)
I’ve changed my mind: I’m going to wait until college.

Maud
You’re not going to college.  It’s a bad idea.

Heathre
Why?  I bet there is sex there.

Maud
I’m not particularly interested in hearing about your sex world.  College is a waste though.  

Why?
Because it’s the new opiate for the masses.

Heathre
Yes.
(I mean, I don’t know).

Maud
Well, writing’s fun anyhow.  You like to write, don’t you?

Sandeef’s tennis breakthrough
I think the racket’s got to go.  We should be using cybernetic palm extensions.
Person nodded into the mirror.
I think we should talk to Wendy and her team about this.  They want to make a killing in the 
sports engineering sector.
I hate Wendy, Sandeef.  Ooh, I missed a mustache spot when I shave[d] yesterday.
Let’s have dinner: you me and Maud.  We’ll talk about summer.
And sports engineering too?
Yes.  
I am not interested in being any richer.
So what, we have to pretend we aren’t going to die.
I don’t think I’m good at pretending anymore.  It’s a hard thing.  I like couches.
It’s fine.  Not everyone’s enthusiastic about performance.  We’ll have good white wine, it’s 
starting to feel nice out.
Do you think I’m a good dad?
You’re a better dad than I was two years ago.  I think I might be better now, but that’s 
because Trevor’s a boy.
Maud’s a boy.
I bet she’d be really good at tennis.  Call you later, (Nan-C Wassereau-Aqua’s here.  I’ll say 
hi for you.)
No, don’t.  Shit.
Person thought about shit being a deepish blue.  That would be nicer.  Maybe a scarlet.  No, 
blue.                    

Sandeef and Nanç
But they didn’t yet.  They forgot about it for eleven minutes.  And by that time only one was 
horny.

Rather then routine prose
watch a posthumous Tarkovsky movie 
blank checks
use the word martial in 1 ½ minute or less conversation
write Heathre’s paper for her
yawn and claim it tropistically functions as cataclysm
embarrass yourself embarrassingly

the atrossidy exhibit
Those jackals are going to make a lot of people tentatively happy.  Sex liberated from an 
emotional realm.  Just like fat is in this summer.  This is the frontier to a new quotidian.  Post-
prattle.  All impulses satisfied.  No longer impulses.  Just sensations satisfied.  [The censors 
atop elephant-trunked bivalves in some reclusive retiree zone.]  Everything’s going to melt.  
Gooey like beneficent cheese.  The subtropics of worry.  Meaning worry can be a vice for 
those who want to patronize it –maybe that’s not what it means.  Science Fiction.  Science 
Boredom.  Happiness is in the uncorking of the brain.  Probably.  I want to find out more 
about this.  It’s just that I’m too lazy to read that magazine.  Always think about eating.  
Snack a decade away and maybe a brighter decade is there.  Changes. 
Person doesn’t dream of this stuff though.  He is good at waiting though—boredom consists 
of many dynamisms, he cajoles himself.  
Glands just go about their business.  It’s these brain chemicals.  I’m so fucking lazy, how am 
I married?   I[‘m] good at this bored thing.  It’s very vivifying.  My father used to tell me 
about this.  And that grey beard he used to have.  Too bad he won’t allow me to come to visit 
them in Texas anymore.  Only Maud and Heathre.  He hates Maud.  He must have reasons.   

Reasons just aren’t interesting anymore
Team fiction. A dark warm, a chthonic thing.  Miriam was her name.  I know I swore never to 
bring this up again, but I mean, come on, this is my past –am I really going to censure my 
past?  
(Response:) My optimum comfort prevents all conversation. 
I should hire somebody to speak for me.  

The expatiator
I am here to make people uncomfortable.  To renew the craft.   [also] To annoy you.  Let’s 
begin with talking about politics.  I’m not good at this.  My employer doesn’t know better.
I know quite well; just don’t care.
I also make soup for her daughter’s friends when they come over for supper.  Her daughter 
despises me and has perfected her abhorrence to such a fine tee that she no longer can sense 
my presence.  As such, I needn’t offer her soup.  Incidentally she does fear it will eat away at 
her esophagus.  She likes eating a lot of thin crust pizza.  She wants a pet goat because she 
likes goat cheese (which she frequently finds on her pizza) so much.  Not that she is 
interested in milking the goat, I’m guessing.  Rather, she likes the cheese, it has the name 
goat attached to it, she like goats.  It’s Sunday.  It has always been Sunday.  It has always 
been Finday.

The end of this story
Heathre jumps off a building.  She decides the action will equal the artistic fecundity of a 
rigorous and thorough novel.  She hopes her jump will be remembered and reprinted many 
times to come.  At least for another 215 years.  Only really good minds get past that flagpost.  
Flagpost?  Oh, I’m about to die, shouldn’t waste time to think of the right word.  Aren’t I 
supposed to be having a heart attack or something.  Oh, there it is.  No just a heron.

The heron
As a bird, I do not speak what I am saying here.  I will not save the girl, because as the rules 
of nature would have it, I have no interest in saving her life.  I do not even know how to 
conjugate the verb to save.  I hear they give birds Latin names.  I don’t know  Latin in any 
way.  She is dead.  I might be expected to announce that which shall follow this episode.  You 
anglophones call me heron.  Puppeteering me and manipulating me for your human 
conveniences.  I have white feathers.  You have human brains.  (Die when it’s time.)
 
The Atrocity Exhibition
This pattern is great.  Really nice pattern.  Retirement.  The elements: a sturdy brood.  Did 
you watch that science miniseries earlier this week.  I’ll be smart until I forget that shit.  I’m 
sure I’ll be at the beach this week-end and have forgotten it.  But it’s nice to be smart and 
have ideas for a few hours.  I wonder how those scholar-types do their gig.  They must train 
themselves.  Petra won’t be at the beach though, because she’s not interested in me during 
July.  Happens every year.  Pedicures with pastel colors, all her female friends.  They make 
me drink sweet cocktails.  Tastes like sweet piss.  I like my piss bitter.  Then in August we go 
on vacation with our kids: Bryce’s got terrible acne.  He’s scared to try those pills because he 
thinks the pharmaceutical companies put carcinogens in them intentionally.  Says the Chinese 
are in on it.  Want to rule the world.  His skin’s gonna get super pocked.  He’ll need to be a 
billionaire to get high quality pussy.  Acne’s awful.  August is nice.  The sun will do his 
pimples good.  Maybe I’ll make him go to school in summer climates so that his skin doesn’t 
ruin his future.   
Petra is really nice to me sometimes.

New advertising solutions
I’m going to go take a shower

Old advertising efficaciousness
In the bog outside of town, there was an amphibian shoelace.  It was like a gavial, except it 
was a shoelace, and was an amphibian.  The shoelace scared certain of its observers.  This 
didn’t bother it; it didn’t think in those terms.   2.76

pumps

(hood for chin drip)

sofia

rendezvous with rendezvous

cross

kiss the kid

Michael of the mountain

–regardless 

“[Vetch] is the cow’s favorite pasture, and cows eat it with pleasure. Hence Heraclitus said 
that if happiness resided in bodily pleasures, we should call cows happy when they find some 
vetch to eat” –Albert the Great

'yummy yummy yummy I’ve got blood in my tummy

Cris pidgeon

chute

thathyden        vierfunf

pen drink

‘servant of learning’

(class) warfare

moll

ostensible

marries Thales 

savarin

can only sing songs in aped voices

Rasheed Wallace

Bluestreak/Prowl 

avatars of Abelard and Heloise

oratck mimus

coptic ----

endCelebrity 

pas(t) gabblle

eudaemonist 
  ([tennis])

 anselmo

breaking bones

cough cutely

when we threw ourselves upon each other against againsted disagainstment

flanerie-Zion

([towards]) peace

merlot 
L.A. Dodgers

diamonds feet falcons

because you love me enough to

extolling b/c extolling is 

lumen 
taffy   

your basil

  gamb––
 vowel↑↑consonant

crush

stacks

(look hard toward/for) non-limited grotesque

betrayal and the 

“because s/he is taken I am free”

and we might feel better about ourselves

soap made out of plasma

young pregnancy

uses of seashells

67 = 18

water [n.] while inebriation

Raquel Welch / Myra Breckenridge

fails to honor

circum locution

malcolm locution

types less fast than before     

litter

eating hard (and someone’s watching, but you don’t know it) 

c + lemon = demon

buffalosteak implants in human forehead

every ontological metaphor

(male) ballet

lips 
tonguetip 
snivel

sex room

The Weir-Falcon Saga

u

portion(s), like ardor’s relief

u

we: a better time than us

Soup, deity of the ancient Near East

Al Goldyne

shitcart emmanuelem

    all the dead

Olivia Hussey 16

gitomanchin

a fine anticipation until then

drake and gander  
Easy arithmetic  
pulse (like = antinomy.)  
veVsespeparsisiaan

A porn flute [audio track, not euphemism]  
with greatpainofknowing. 
T

(Aunt) Safety

SFWLS:
so frightened when love sours

forgottenviolence     
violenceforgotten

historu

remembered it, but it wasn’t true, even though the memory was there

intermission nic

my fingers’ fingers

al principio

because someone in power

through their folly spoke of the genius of their class –TWA

‘with the thickening of the neck we get data’ –Djuna Barnes

toilet paper roll soused in [now dry] grapefruit juice 

[I’ve got no song tonight]

fit

sampling

if you appeal for my insubordinate-me

we’rve aging	


he sings like a lobster

0=god=eye=1

Josh

calimocho

it’s only in the freedom of 

new shame(s) for past(s)

soap made out of dark matter

clithair

(choice still comes from against them though)

pals

scorbutica
 

(high school) basketball

vitamin zed

ague@ Point Promontory

friction

[Ash Wednesday] ash

Sam,
Apple eating, wheating, 

To me he gave the Crest® empire I believe in

caffeine treated trees

BOEHME’S

“sometimes I feel very sad” –Brian Wilson

filf milf 

love

tears so damn real  
.
[cannot emphasize this enough] 

malad

frankov

who belongs together

cuif

kettle men 

bathos

Wizen

infinite physiognomy

scallion pancake

dreaming of with

big bus

[Jerry Garcia's] Appliances to Be Auctioned

–When the encyclopedia bought our kiss, we winked and kissed again—this time for real—
and then the encyclopedia bought that kiss too.  Then we bought ‘too’ from the encyclopedia-
owned dictionary. –Helena Roos

2ndlove

knocked testicles

her galaxian d3e.i)supremacy of cereal docks [v.]

Dad

(the) impossibilities of being alone

j a i l        

j a i n

-joyobsessiondesperation-

Brian Ferry in person

ABPB:
all beauty photographics betray

s e n t i m e n t a l

lineamthe 

ity [the opposite of unity]

even though too content to care            
[I am sure to be certain that life will last for more than I can comprehend]

blackberry and eyebrow pie
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Thermopylae 

Thermopylae

(sadness from) inaccurate desire

Cathedral imperative

just wary of 

[that one becomes] committed to sleeping next to degenerating bodies (that are somehow 
quite different from one’s own)

(that) one can love beyond decays

Huey Lewis’s dick

‘subtropic sea breeze, sea cheese, gluteals, metamorphosis, semen, and rye’

glanced

UTI

–but thoughts of this kind are dispelled as speedily as they appear –WGS

(wishing) I was thinner

–biblical marshmallows 51, 136

excepted a cen

(succumbing to) angel metaphors

(sylvan driggs)

human patternmeny-nor-quat

DJ Jurgen Habermas

[when] wants are not wishes

sorrow

“I think it’s time, yet again, to flee for however many instants would hand me respite”

the true ox

ropain tll(l) regar

nihilism reassertion

oomon

common

dung kirk

Homo

presocks

persecuted by 

neobourgeois

                                  	
 	
 	
         slice open the mattress and reveal the guava trade 

Büchner

sand fleas

glamour maxilla

paddy cake VR

(misread as) (not) meant for me

instant literature

too much
too much

when

don’tl floss

(in motion) a greater emotion 

free from locks and eyebrows

proof I said the right thing

twilight ggn [gin]

the return to types

Minima Moralia 61

Minima Moralia 82

Oru title p=en=et

But like the fallen nubile –the consummate cocksucker–

(yet again) loath to share aesthetic elation
.
‘what if the share doesn’t work’ –Cher 

duodenumplex

bigger

hay luz

(the) viral

Lenin-

taut, agefree skin; and the exotic

footsweat

When feeling Cretac eous

Circulatory gains [n.]

*intrepid/blind honesty-ignorance
*attenuated expressiveness qualifying expression as single/singular opinion (qualified further 
by averring given ignorance of any personal expression/expressiveness)
*engaging in active subterfuge of desire-to-express in favor of any equal relative-ignorance 
towards self-censure
*being unable to act in any expressive manner: rather personal implosion 

tamborine bran/bram

casually [painlessly] remove the glans with a bottle opener

born with yellow teeth

lunar wisdom

because people hate each other fundamentally / because people love each other 
fundamentally

((continually) confounding:)
maxim 
cliché
truism
axiom 
aphorism 
adage 
apothegm

which visage at the height of fame

jungle poisons
jungle sweets
jungle cloison

male female

History of solitude
-JLG
Solitude of history

awful awful saxophone

angry that I’m happiestly content with what I can’t imagine I would want enough

broken dreams in comfort’s mouth    

warm saliva

gasling

ghosts of declined charity
ghosts of charity declined

SkAslan

birdsongmade

that the universally, self-evidentially positive precludes reflection 
that the good can never be equivalent to the right

scene(sterism)

specific angelics of self-hate

nondigital numbers

gracious ligament between two contiguous vistas

no veracious options towards being another me

social rues of macrobes

river

our disparate erotics  

because the cat

dulcet solipsism 

Linos

davening

brief celerity   

Proust’s death portrait 

along city streets

Proustian tears

“[no,] no I can’t yet remember”

the beauty of autosuggestion

between 

haughty eros    

through the olive trees

I believe the soggy clods shall become lovers and lamps –Whitman 

Hobsbawm

(born in Alexandria)

realizing (however impalpably) that we may never be this close again

your extantness battles the new extantness 

here is where infinity gaily reigns

culturecorn [like capricorn]

too few I know have died to let me know

(wishing) I was fatter

accumulation     deprivation
hate                    love
mount	
 	
    mount
special 	
   arid
same (rejoice)    same (resign)
	
 ripe over ripe
yawn	
 	
    cheek(y)

([)hangnail ≈ skyscraper ]

“And so we cry, because the people who we don’t need to wizard up syntax for are the ones 
that haunt the bowels of our organ pipes.” –MMS

Monotype Corsiva 

yoga mat as ice cream cone

just a plane 

planes stacked upon planes

cilvan servant [/] sylvan sirvant

benthamite [like diorite]

timidest eros

allowing no one 

(allowing certain things)

ionizing to evade internecine   
laughter,  motion,  objects

Rosso Fiorentino 
as France 

a lover and a baker

alcohol

oh, I didn’t think I would hurt when you did that

colors (win diurnal rite) of post-coital bio(onto)logics

feline tongue 

prelapsarian preening

“…ruin your sex life

platters 

[king] crunn

I love you [3 words]

long seasons of vague disappointment –BM

balloon like a drugpot

girls-with-shoes

the name Rambo

only the seagulls speak (it)

‘utterly useless’

Simon (Magus)

hate it

broken    
socks

itchy anus 

observation 

[the impossibility of] the beginning of the universe   

(if) 

almost(-)needs translation  

 spray 

 easy to consign [you] to memory 
 

 against

 friends with species 

 Histoire(s) du cinema 4(b) 

viri and red wine meet in this internal thing

tangofre of theh East Island

‘Wake up, you pretty, fat, dead beast([ person])’

quinoa

joaquin –Al Goldyne

feo

life crucible 

full lovehardy fists

quinoa feo

steamhorse, rather mountain antelope

esta asymptotica

(and) why undocumented suffering exists

my future as a dead person

Count Royston’s Tour

Affinity
…

the sensation of that which feels right 

pissing catastrophes

alas(-ish)

the word epiglottal subsuming all properties of the word collateral

ovenb

every history dubious / every mythology categorical

broken bones

kirchfrau

That I get angry; that I cry

tight

The Office

Le Louvre

(Isenheim)

[nice] hands

lorcan
lidalwave
listless leng
leng
mostriucious  commulain
I think her name was Sarah

Hitchcock

chipsters 

finance rex

prolapse

Lara Escobar

sky-scraping with frozeneddie

(so easy to) aremember 

([everyone my eyes see sees/knows me by my face])

carnal
oblivion

cuablegram

Giant Frozen Sea on Mars

hemorrhoid

birdy doo

am I allowed to feel this good

all (y)our  
cataplasms

Brahma

his teeth were no less white than the underwear that he washed unremittingly 
–Mishima 

territorial kiss

“And one clouded stream that never ran dry was that choked with the scum of humanism.” 
–Mishima 

pop song 
lyric(s)
infallible
wisdom

magazinelore

the reutern (of)

prolet

molé 

demob

pontiff/pontine

skate

[an] eagle hunted for fox fur

(xaja)

jepo

hormones

other hormones

music (made)

these kids(, usurpers) someday

–cycle’s non-relation to cyclical

their voices make me happiest

a hybrid of Orvieto Vienna and Notre Dame [Paris] cathedrals being rolled on a diagonal 
(like an unskeining ball of yarn) by a titanic snail which moves on a proportionately titanic 
disc of chewed bubble gum

utopical unguents

sad/opportunism

[dancing]

389 19

) stems

humiliation grows (less frightening)

and/or general complementarity

Leigh Bowery

aout

urethral infinit(i)es

repostpone wellness with superior hoping

calm my rage

[i.e.] laughter

(h)airbrush

rabbi Ben

semiofacture

we-cannot-gather

Chicago Cubs

dewlap 
dewlap

captain crouton 
captain kiefer

Yokoono

loxbreath 

misled [pronounced myzl’d]

mare

Enoch Battelli

Elias Canetti

than man

	

beads

is this okay?

Dalmatian

bibulousness 
freedom of the press

boccelwards

couscous as dominant adjective in 115 situations

twofaced gods of doorways

a promise

indefinite article as preposition 

the impossible [positive] few

(digital camera flash on basalt)

an enthusiasm 

finally unnervous

“why arent you eminent yet so I can not feel embarrassed for you”
  
why arent you I am infinite? 

about rasters

maim

movies (which) we both like together

real babies are born now

historical orgies (as) made by hot actors

should stop 

	
 	
 	
 	


furious that I’m in love

fecund cartoon

really old ossuaries

m-quest

thatParsimony[greek goddess]

sex with

the battle of Jericho [was] fought by soupnuts and turpentine  

species

even in confidence

Nanking

this

(the) bog

I will bite a space

-Abnormal activity of the anterior cingular cortex has been linked to obsessive-
compulsive disorder, Gehring said. "It's been shown that there is too much activity in  
this area. There is a general sense that things are going wrong, when actually they are 
not."

frigate –in which the ‘a’ is spelled with margarine

“okay” says history, gaily munching itself a coat

Douglas Feester

Elysium

Quicktime™

Goshen

the stink(e)

fluency in 

making it possible to speak   
list to come

[in the meantime]

picture of tree (4x)

bread house w/ budgies

nallow (myself)

an invisible galaxy

(I) like all genitalia

I’m in love with my car

hatred (as ideal recreation)

the particular muteness involved in listening to those who I allow myself to hear

ibnubael
ibnuibal
ibarran

humors of 
(search for belonging)

“how poorly we intuit butterflies”

pyramids (shelled in white limestone)

anti-upbraid psychoreflex(es)

MS:
microcosm’s strongarm

sivien partly

cheeseburger

treacle [capital of Nimrud]

what I mean by fibrous

(should have) 

–I’d like to know more about you

(how rare) to be this drunk

“Ecstasy, ill-ease, and boredom commingle in the heat of their lip locks and their 
salivary films. Head hair is stroked and rustled. His eyes study how adult his hand 
looks as it firmly holds and rubs her shoulders and back in a clichéd, ultimately not-
quite-passionate way. His eyes recoil in a sort of embarrassed horror at his 
irrevocable manhood. The kisses persist. After a while they subside, and hands 
clandestinely desmear kiss lips of their spitty build-up. They look at one another with 
some ineffable mix of scrutiny and endearment and loss of purpose, and begin 
kissing again.”

mean
base

I wish to say more about this

Face

when will s/he wake up
astrophysics

morphine

warm soft tan putty skin  

hersparticular

mes petits et armée 

ocuane

provident

g(e/i)lded-g(e/i)lded

inevitable grotesque

wuth tender mirth 

we basked in his out-of-character

a secret (so soft)

Friday: bird dies in my hands
Saturday: low-carb bagel perturbs the gustatory-alimentary

DAVENPORT

Twombly Captivity

the (un)comfortably 

garrulous

‘I refer to intraorganic gravitation’ –Virilio 

Kundirik went to the old woman, who lived far off, and asked 
her to come. "Ah!" said the old woman, "you must first help me 
with my wraps." He wrapped her up. "Now you must help me to my 
sledge." So he carried her to the sledge. They departed. After 
a while she said, "Kundirik, Kundirik, now help me defecate." 
He put her down and took off some of her wraps. "Kundirik, 
Kundirik, now help me wipe my anus."--"There is a horse," said 
Kundirik, "go to him, he will clean you." She approached the 
horse. The horse seized her naked buttocks with his teeth and 
tore her in two. Out of her lacerated anus came a quantity of 
mice, ermine, spermophile, toads, grubs. Kundirik went to the 
old man, and said, "The old woman died on the way. She was 
indeed too old."

DJ Premier

about being mad
 

just keeps shaving

hipostrofphi

civilization the great necropolis 

codification [of] fear 

I ate peppers and carrots (on a bun)

(mom) lets me headrest

jeadrest too

Chinon

with no pictures of a childhood

givid ganfer (- - - -)

even so, it’s what I want

Person sitting in passenger seat of car

they stretch out [in beauty] forever 
(from my special now)

taken

in mourning for myself
perhaps a lucrative trade in the future 

basmati

didyoumean basmate

          ooo oo 
                                                b  i
                              timmy        lon

‘the way to best approach would be penetrating the sight of the word approach’

column of bleach with birdsongs

when bleach cease(s/d) to be be toxic

MMAA(?):
most myself around animals(?)

Tumors and rye(seed(s))

viol na

inviolate

 
The chimps chewed off St. James Davis' nose and severely mauled his genitals and 
limbs Thursday before the son-in-law of the sanctuary's owner shot the animals to 
death, authorities said.

“like a cool cheese upon a cheese-starved mouth”

beck

we know too much to command ourselves very far –JJ 

Bas Jan Ader 

z b i g n i e w

Everyday Is Like Sunday

Bas Jan Bas Jan  

birthday boon

they talk too loud
.
apple allergy

control

‘The	 Swan’	 in	 [M]andarin	 soprano

now I feel better

cogito ergo sumeria

Buphonia, New Hampshire

vas deference

conjunctiva

pussy cobwebbed (no more) –T 

pentecostal birch

Tantalus’ kid tastes alright 

[Example:] While scaling Goitermann’s goiter, rRiana was ((sm)/ch)ote by masspigeon.

…because the future must assume a form  
 
cave painting 

(headache-inducing) car upholstery

predate

DETERGENT RAMP

the tendon damage 

Jacob Burckhardt

peaceable analogues
.
co-existence through tactile rejuvenation

murdered moths haunt hairless arm

how words change when they become titles

pretty people (eat too)

toelint of the seven seas [not affiliated with seatoe]

bund 
honeydew

now that the tension is so thin (and it happens to be the thin light of twilight out)

The Emancipation of Mimi

Ptolemaic yellow curry/borscht

high fade

my girlfriend’s armpits are [D/d]iocletian

persifics of roast[ed] eggplant

seductions, percussive gains 

[p]ee

malice-precipitate: 
the simplest destroyer

reading Leaves of Grass and Ionian philosophers concurrently

pinnate this
pinnate that [(deo)]

division = providence

holding in Andrew Carnegie’s pee for him

binary 
dyad

nostalgia tissue/muscle 

transom

Gilad Anni-Padda

tallegio

“I’m sexy; you’re sexy”

scabs, in Baroque painting

I love you even so

Baba O’Reilly 3-chord reprise 

Abelard’s castration

Michael

raisin burger

Sasha and Digweed

Abelard’s balls

roundness parts 

college cheese

swallowing earrings for/as past participles

fiberoptics = bran + microwiring    seriously

Ne plus ultra

Ne plus ultra

+chives

aco sculpture 1800

oh my pot of gold / and my escarole –Eddie Vedder

‘the reason [the doctor] knows everything is that he's been everywhere at the wrong time and 
has now become anonymous’ –Djuna Barnes

oo(i)d dough   

 
TAG HEUER USES LEMON JUICE ON THEIR WATCHES 

betel juice 

IDNMY

Space Colonization: The Quiet Revolution

Saint Augustine on a good day

“Awesome!” –David Lewis

pismire 

a mogul [rather than a clove] of garlic

Francis Scott
Dred Scott
wainscot
(walnut-mahogany)
Ott 
511 –the season of the witch

(‘)the apparatus of capture(’)

futurists’ modernity 
coutureists’ modernity

better than any romance makes me

pilot pen – eagle eye

Visigothic kings

because

I can’t be/do that anymore

‘amateur cakeplant’

hair the givers

[hair alone the originary]

deep train fatigue 

open

head crack open

trompe d’oeil

fruit punch

D

shave my back a bowel movement

many oblations / rock the stations –Mr. Right

I talk

thought this one out    

there are no continents

Ara Shehegian 

gazelles 

won’t dress well

Duomophag(e/y)

Frank Thomas

Otomo

kegel/kugel

our Aunt in Segovia

oligarchic incisor

Mr. Trinity’s sons.

[[separating] space]

 
anatomy’s memory house

a fond salute to familiar things (as night waits innocuous)

of physiognomic strain ebusco

you ignore me;
rastafarian orgy
ipso facto dormi
ineuclidean oggi
–Slick Rick

speaking Italian to ford the river

Lacanian nomenclature floats in brainwirespace [as coldcuts]

marsupial with Ganges in pouch

waiting on that asteroid

Nabis
Maurice Denis
Leonardo (in blue)

buttchin becherovka

a compromise 

(and so) we talk about/with the words that help each of us to verge on infinity 

“The best friendship in our own beds with our own lovers knowing-feeling that we both 
know the world weller than many peers around us, and (candor-ly) that life is meant for 
trusting comforts as royalty.”  –Hwon dae Avila

(when) charm = transparency

Def leprechaun –Janis Joplin

math hiding beneath rubble/moraine 

crossleg

de repente

pensmanship of the no-longer-living

Wan of Green Gables

1.12 ERA

Minos

empris

inuring yourself to palpable schism 

poached hair stuart-filed

mom’s got another pregnant

Akkadian

the elation of the temperate 

(mathematically) infused with favorite (music(s))

Hill

be realistic, demand the impossible

Col.

so said gree

the fantasia of fabrications

toro [fatty tuna] (stuffed) torus

(Angelika Kaufmann)

a steaming pile of infinity 

(The Revaluation of All Values)

love me the way I love you 

–(why) are there no wasp gods?

phelanomics
Dragomir

“man: tenuous indelibilities, rather than indelible tenuousness.” –Viocet 

Gudea

he-festival –Walt

“the most underused truism is ‘we frighten us’”

sebaceous |   archons

(R)eturn… (garlic)) naan 

Juana
scalene
smotenose

the dog assents(/ratifies)

Clovis       
Corinth

musics

when tumors become amiable interlocuters

Andro Maché

Ithe complete objet a

St. John of the Floss

mix] almost

giant skunk from plague dream

Freddie Mercury’s version of the song

mountaineer

([the best of times])

tints 

broken lotion

disco and brine / and I’m hungry like a (z)wolf 

old rude

1815-1821

the garbanzo building 

spoken

bluebird

 –lament 14

Saab

ontoterrene

‘soldier forest’

the friend who is my friend

walnut tree

(DVOT)SWBITDCOAB:
(desperate vigil of the) self-warming body in the dissipating cold of a bed

sterling champagne inebriation

my palms (and)

[Byzantium/Constantinople/Istanbul]

THE IDEA IS TO HAVE A MAJOR UNDERARM DEODORANT MANUFACTURER 
PRODUCE 220,000 FISH-SCENTED DEODORANT CONTAINERS.  EACH 
CONTAINER WILL BE LABELLED IN THE VERY SAME FASHION AS THE 
DEODORANT MANUFACTURER’S OTHER SCENTED DEODORANTS, EXCEPT 
THEY WILL BE LABELLED “FISH-SCENT”.  THE 220,00O UNITS WILL BE 
EVENLY DISTRUBUTED TO 124 NATIONAL MARKETS.  WE WILL SEE IF 
PEOPLE MENTION THEM AT ALL OR IF THERE ARE MANY PURCHASES.  

(in memory of) those who died before their time 

[few harbor ample memory] 

Pope
OP-ED
Depot
Poe(d)
Toper
Repro
Petrol
Trollop(e)

(yields) no delight the second time

Iverson

pieta pas

peppermint candy made out of toilet porcelain –Mark Twain

(lifetimes) with neither river nor sea 

gusseted [g]eorge

stiftung ([rectangle])

the elected other (in contrast to the other)

Bellerophon 
bunnies

mulled

Christopher Wallace

an olive tree grew (out of the (puffy (moss (green))) vest)

if Gainsborough designed cars

les epoux 

the Old Kingdom

commando

phen(ylalanine/omenology)
gatorade yellow

Excerpts taken from anonymous student poetry on the back of Veronica’s turquoise blue toilet 
back while [J] was sitting there pants down and thinking, notetaking by rite of rrrrrr
(the friendship is apparently no ship for me)_____
I remember stopping on the roadside to pick a fig from a tree.
It was a marvelous fig –we were in love then_______
We fight for a way out: just another way to live: life always hurts 
enough____
And stomach taut with codex of the ancient damned_____
When you touch me I know I’m dumb.
God, I’m so dumb_____
In the dream world under lock and key
You could not find her mystery.
You could not think to honor men.
You couldn’t try to try again.______  
The last time she made love it was patented. _____

orange

Michael Hutence
the Farris brothers

the horoscope read(s) itself

vaginal with Byzantium

Naphtha

tiles

deciliter™ gum

my gown

even though I feared it wouldn’t win me over this time

cholera

Sigourney

z(’)elk

(Faubourg Saint-Germain)

foot in soft white light and sand 

I wanna hold your hand / And when I touch you I feel happy and sad –Lennon/McCartney

searching for things and people to elevate me

sinistra

(Harper’s) Ferry

a dense wad of Mendeleevian mass: 
that’s how str. my love is

photo of Robert Walser dead in the snow

journalism’s rapine (of vocab-ethos)

vocab-ethos

(how) mood was saved

favorite national flags during sex

promenade – tapenade

my chopsticks have fallen on the floor

Wicker
Centrofly

two

Amiens

Thermidor
Puerto Rico

half lip half L

[different] half lip half L

duvet parmesan

myriadneeds

the carpal tunnel lozengedrome

Morrissey and [William) Faulkner swap places 

blueblue blue blux blex blued blue blue

gynoderm 

[androderm]

you must kiss the sleeping youth

jens/kens/lens/men(‘)s(’)

astroturf 

sable + mint = lemon peel shavings –Clyfford Still

venison

‘eat shit for germs’
Chile as pretold by P

Aton     atún

Marcus Aurelius is making me feel bad about myself (again)

magic, tragic…the same thing

the Lufthansa girl

story and logos 

“I’ll see you on the dark side of the prune”

sphinx  

ribsy granite sphinx

canceled inhibition

you stuck it

pulling semen encrustations out of hair

the delight of bond

HALTN:
heroics always lead to nausea

bumsh

Madonna on the radio

[if I only belonged:] the universal you

y (griega)

fleece

scarebrush away your rinkles

maws 

dillmatic 

grafting historical famous people to plesiosaur dermises

classical guitar (for now)

the crying muscles

djerassi

inability to love [you] sexually (enough)

under André Breton’s hair

dipshit childhood info

armpit lens(*)

sitting on bellpepper chairs with ‘big’ cats

rus(s)e

clothed fat

fat cloves

looks like I have trilobite neck (again)

$550.51 (worth of stamps)

en route to exit                  

soup container 

bombed 

human pain and suffering (all over the premises)

‘and I knew then as little as I know now whether walking in this solitary way was more of a 
pleasure or a pain.’ –Sebald

primeval(

imminent ou(rs/ch)

coup vs. bran (April)

in the end unable to identify 
this wonder

voraciously eating green leafy lettuce while peeing in a polytoileted public restroom

meat curtains

the failings
constant 
[of silver]

Suave quotidian cir. __
Ostrogoth quotidian cir. __
Frank quotidian cir. __
Magyar quotidian cir. __
Bulgar quotidian cir. __ 

tongue [of any (tongued) species]

	

copse

mogadishu

“I swear I will never mention love or death inside a house” –W.W. 

tapis	


(dire/)trill(\dire)

summersick

big dick guide

[canon]

cooper union

planck + conch

gharial
      gabriel

plonch

unvarying softness of wheels

detouristication via edible dermonuclear parts

pipas

supple paramount
paramount supple

arrays of raised, rainbowed moles

minutematch

‘thought deadens whilst in active motion’ –Werner von Braun

the neverending aerobics class [on mushrooms] –Flora Hanitijo

[some] Hume

[J]eu de Volant
[L]a [L]oge

;pedagogue chevalu

(smiles)

when the whole world was in love with Lauryn Hill

when bioflavonoids are strictly equivalent to windsurfing

1870

intestinal 01010100100100010010011010101011   

intestinal typewriter hammers 2223

damnation

Khrustalyov, mon chateau!

romancing vanished/unkown Paleolithic epistemes

vrai swimmer

other folks’ gnosis

I’m Samuel Champlain.  Eat my dick, E. Coli!

cornichons except cornichons

steambeaver*

without actors we

optical topography
expanse

all acute vision

grotesques   topography

teotihuacan

Wembley/pepsi
jaune not yellow

butcher (purple)

“the whole of faith consists of Christ and Adam and the whole of mortality in concupiscence 
and grace” –Pascal 

(kimchee and sandals)

women know

for those who are not me

intervals to(ward) HOME

compound fracture (indigo)

flanked by

‘gothic permission’

the precise disappearance of certain possibilities

men is 

a separate despair: [my] dilettantism can’t love me

apertures can’t be too large

under-large apertures

[[pseudo-]‘princely’ salvos/excuses]:    
“somewhere between mythomania and monomania” 	

“in search of the miraculous”          
“dialectical counterpoint of boredom”

callipygian [fluids]

–my youth wanes with my silence

circus animals avenge themselves by internal magnet that steals passports     

loath to share affinities

our dreamers in foreign provinces

bold hug that again turns to despair

walking freely away turns  

cognizance 

whence and thence


mint

hide

agni
igni
ogni 

ash[e]s in ashen hands sticking to the upper lip like a mustache 

many races to be verbed  
other races too  
No surprises  
Quaintnesses (though)  

tidal [W]ade 

monoped’s gumchew 

the legions of space in sidereal space

pornately

arguments about the best colonial language

diaphragm refrain

courtship of (the) every

VFWWPTM:
very familiar with word prior to meaning

napping bivalves: gesso 

any lie inherent in isomorphism

is birdshit clean?  yes indeed

Renaissançtics
csarism=ballet.

if/when no gustatory _

everyone’s desperate voice

[still] forget to sustain contempt

back

‘we’re dead we say, but we still don’t shit’

eliade(s)

ours

was meant as an experiment

difficult to see

(and) from behind faces we face what the world has come to mean

amber pimple crust
.
also, piecrust

Actor William Shatner has sold his kidney stone for $25,000, with the money going to 
a housing charity

940 A.D. = 1713 A.D. = 2007 A.D.

Laura

tetrad of noumena again

‘you gotta do all the stuff that you love’ –Andrew WK

yert( )spin

vanity and mirth 

too bad mud doesn’t taste good

Critical Mass Hapax Legomena III

griot/grate + verdigris = vertebrate

perhaps there was a before

bobby digital

vinyl fuji apple

being amorous with spiders

my fingernails are looking (un)healthy

mint

hide

remembering smallpox

fave faces + sexual convenience

luckily, it’s nice out

war of the palatinate grapefruit

basket

[the squirrels] appeared to have one consuming passion –to snatch up the paper tissues that 
the chest patients had dropped all over the ground and race up into the trees with them…in all 
directions and from all directions, carrying paper tissues in their mouths, until in the 
gathering dusk all one could see were the paper tissues, a multitude of white dots darting 
hither and thither –Thomas Bernhard

“I avoid literature whenever possible, because whenever possible I avoid myself”  
–Thomas B. 

[active] abuse

mine

all those moonholder types

Lisa Says
Caroline Says
Candy Says
Angie 
Chutney Says
Angie

the (slow) erosion of ([the]) why

haughty-nervous 

groinma moses

(beauteous genepool coups alight upon the ugly family)

foreskin radish
[the] foreskin trade

archaeology of couples [one at a time]

*awful Dutch men from the seventeenth century

 
grab your reds, grab your greens and blues

In einem Jahr mit 13 Monden 

buoyant + boullion = boyar

griot

comes most convincingly with displacement

killed the dragon at the fountain

massacre of the innocents

sink

were

indigence 

buerres

(M)a(d/t)(a/o)m(C/sm)ashe(ws/r)

at Hippo

montoon

[funny blood libel comics found in the basement:]:
–Won’t you come into my shabbatoir, little girl?
–Anything to get rid of this yeast infection!

I never sleep, cuz sleep is the cousin of death –Nas

even (as) our hands are warm

white scourge

[K]andinsky 35

murderer of rocks

emotion-stealing salads –GWF Hegel

qu from mí

NB. a song against raisins ≠ bonnet penicillin

preferred names

blue sky with dead skin

–now when people say her feet smell they mean her nose –Lou Reed

museumsport

fue sin querer

Russian conversations in Dutch

rather, Marcus Ophelias

al delante

pommes de terre

zealots

spies and poets eat breakfast rice together once

 
even if minded mine refuses somehow

the total remains stay(s) the same 

my idol eating a piece of fruit

in my lips

wedding band

Enguerrand Quatron

Enguerrand Quatron

The Nerve-Ending Fairy

Whistler’s Mom

dreadlock gonococcus

23[:]23

anxiety [subject] swaying water and wine

Derain 

“cablebox”

parmi 

I [sartorially] match the steps [stairs] I sit on 

again: ontology = helicopters

Olmec babies

has a better lot 

bike handle rubber curves down “from on high” as palliative for (the) uncertain conscience

combustible

Avital Ronell’s Abraham

guy (English or French?)
guy (English or French?)
guy (En
guy (En
guy (En

curve with rumble

that555

grains became

Charles II (hair) is back [in a big way]

c of fertility

forgetting that this is the only one


Methuselah apes Dominic
Jody made love to the Alsatian ram

embarrassment pitch

Merz
Merz
Merz

nervous system colors

(it’s / is it) just because that old film stock looks good?

summurloinundulus

humiliation bong non-dissipating

too keen
also, too keen
also, too keen

gateaumouth

Sybaritic stagyrites / Plato give’em fanny blight  –Urizon [from Urizon and Diablong]

                   
friend 
↑↑↑↑↑

trioson

83% of the population

tiles

estuary p-pop p-pop p-pop

(b)onus(!)

many heads of hair 

light [seasonal]

alfalfa: an allegory 

“between mind and pigment is everything” 

les epouses

disciples shave their teeth

headphonesuckle

Rutherford owns the lucky 19

kidnapped donkey unlikely to be declared saint soon

under the influence [of]

dips and thongs won’t break my ____

(why is) this guy reading [while pissing] @ the urinal?

in the desert: I have chocolate, sand for graham crackers, and can heat the sand into glue to 
stick the other stuff together

find sanctuary in conspicuous hair  –Thalia Field

–shepherds went out of style 1950-51

The Doge dehisces [infinite and/or infinitesimal space between real carnal subject and real 
dynamic predicate] 

Detergent Days

unmitigating tan

bowl [n.] itcher

Peter Stuyvesant piñatas 

ray

[study finds] pessimism raises dementia risk

hormones always saw 

laquered mahogany  
gatopard
Beirut

(NO THEY DO NOT)

ambition as reverence

ambition as a screw 
 
  

cocaine is not cocaine
anselm/balsam is not anselm/balsam           

tongue-texture as monotheistic cosmogony

green grape 

(as) a taxonomy of emotions fades or dulls

schmata 

being Antonello da Messina

shit pisses hard

the flowers that-grow/growing on Chartres

blue muesli

squalid sed

deep regret which actually feels like a blood condition and not just an emotion –Ben Marcus

even if it’s plural, you’re stuck

acne’s plot

faithless but hopeful

travelers 

tourists

buckets for boys

hope without faith

orison

some hope

oriole

farting 

at Chambord

if you stop caring, there is mystery

oracle polyp

sheetings

innuendo    architecture
innuendo architecture

fruit bat
fruit bat

albino chunks lens-grinding

(before the word there was the gaze and before that the light)

used to want to water her

thunder clap

live to tell

(apropos a total mobilization of democracy)

rainslade

Carolingian lungs, capetian chas

qacurse broken, prejudices intact

draconian 
Indian snack mix

syndromes to laugh at

Louis 

dead

snill 

spec(k)s

dirty manatee sodacans

  Andrew WK – 
ebullience   Delacroix

pyrohomology 

Dorito = group sex

dead

snill 
spec(k)s

cockskin

(also, Gorky)

“I’m an amphora”

practical envy 

kernels in bags bags

contemptus mundi as found in the following-grottoes and pie-mean –Hildegard of Bingen 
Rabbits

depends on who’s fighting for you 

hi-5
to Virgil

well

Criptheria

silosofia

Moses as trinket vendor in Hades

nobody asked that you assume that role

well

Bagheera 

Babbage

‘slipped my tongue in someone else’s eye / tasting better every time’ –Keith Richards

mosaic/prosaic

brigand beans 

Alex

V.

Charles ii gets his head chopped off

bald (like me)

of an intelligence that will become obsolete

rice olaf

s/he was more pregnant than I

jouissance/puissance

Jules
diapers

70%

tycho de brahe badminton/parsnips 

opine

lying

y g 

intimations unrecognized

too bad wet concrete doesn’t taste good

sampodician

s

mustard

looking over from my hotel window
wondering if one should jump off or go to sleep 
–Yoko Ono

parthenogenetic oilskins

The Mona Lisa with ginger root

Panic 

tiles

desmond dekker

my beliefs seeded (fruitlessly) everywhere

goff

giffre → antiopes → omenad : selver (sender) 
together → makeshift → centrale : gitteon 
fo → po → phô → fagiole : ender’s game 
climet → sascrasand → ineachandevery : sue bacca 
mast of dines → chant agre → sucrose s(a/i)lly : Ebro jano

saxony-oaxaca 

a man for all seasons

undaunted rainbow tongue –Henry James

the vestigial(s) before Darwin(ites)

grousnine [like strictnine]

donated the Puerto Rico Day mastodon

Kierkegaardian

a sudden difference between love and addiction

H A R A L D S Z E E M A N N 

(goth patrol)

Mapes

children, proof against all uncertainty' –Adorno

milton

has eyebrow greece, like Preston Sturges

at risk of bounding, there remains the inverted-risk of being 
:/;
how many have left (and therefore how many have left how many)

L’Oreal gets access to AD 14 Rome and goes there and topically applies foundation make-up 
and lotions (a few shampoos –mostly from Michael) to most of the buildings and streets 

it’s hard to understand
 
not allowed to drink outer space

warmness of flesh and tired heart

MAB:
megahorny at bazaar  

(also, something legumes)

centenarian

affluent

misses and kisses –Ulysses

amour fugit

gave

Cate Blanchett

singe jouant la lyre

(a) least expected rush of tears

clap

balearics [like obstetrics, linguistics]

roast beef with balsamic vinegar

oil salon

roast beef with turpentine

Philip Johnson
Seagram’s building
Andrew WK – Rodin (*)

expectorating ectoplasm

greetings[,] from ammonia

euphagia

town renames itself 'Dish' to get free TV

wait for me!

garbanzo jeans

smells the flowers

M(M)AAPOPDS:
misreading (my) actions as proof of perpetuating deplorable stereotypes

the wrong respite

cata

longing for

lombardy chin [again]

the dilapidation in deceit dilapidated

orange
Prince vs. JamesJoyce

pej|ection

elected captain of the bodypimple team

kindness kindness

let the sunshine

boule 

montag(u)e

mastaba toilet

precum hyacs

abecedary

mall

([do you understand me])

– Forbidden Rice – 

Declan, involving tens

(l)ox

dance [v.] cumin [adj.]

chapter 1: Prince Henry the Navigator buys fruits
chapter 2: lapis lazuli/white vs. red Russia 
chapter 3: lapis lazuli Prince Henry the Navigator buys citrus fruits
chapter 4: camel tawn and tongue-tutt

RTFSM:
refuses to financially support me

ostrakon

headache odor

Argenteuil

riparian

Bayeux
Bayrle
Bantu
bane/cain
bain
bas relief
barn

hatchet

marjoram, capital of motherfuckinopolis –Betty Grable

gli

irides  ([the prettiest word in the language])

(Winesburg, Okonomiyaki)

strepsirhine     haplorhine

fife and drum corps (forever!)

coordinates from the peppermint planet—on her majesty’s secret cervix

‘no one makes me happier than poets’ –Martin Luther

fogfucker

to [not to]

Ganeshticon

robust 

"I don't think Wisconsin should become known as a state where we shoot cats," said 
Doyle, a Democrat who neither hunts nor owns a cat.

(TA)ATBTNG:
(they all) aspire to become the next gentry

broom closet boils [v./n.]

poaching

tunnel underwater leads to sci-fi horseradish

“before I was ejected from Team Quiet, I was able to faint with regularity several hundred 
times a week” –Ben Marcus

emblem Dorothy –1890s wartime morale booster

Smegma Force, a new Lyceum for/fir Fantastix
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affection indefatigable

digestion essay(s) 

(the) argue

289 19

The 13th floor elevators cordially invite you to a ball-stabbing at danger mountain.
 
"I've been going to the ball-stabbings for 35 years now and everyone says that my 
balls are really mutilated now!!"
 
"From the moment I got there, I had the feeling like everyone really wanted to stab 
my balls!!"
 
"This isn't like other ball-stabbings where you just sit around for hours only to get 
one or two good stabs in the end, this is the real deal. Lots of real stabbers doing 
lots of real stabbings. Four stars!!"
 
–Ryan Eggensperger

Harmony Korine’s “No More Workhorse Blues” 

tiring disrapport
evangelistic self-write to pamper

tireless boonsuddenly

in a more obscure chapter of Christian history, [Saints] Peter (or Andrew) and Paul turn each 
other into magazines.

                                     ALSO
[décor, not cook] kitchen:

Clyde Drexler,
Allen Iverson,
Arletty,
J Ho Chi Minh,
agrippina,
Robert Schumann,                              
James Cameron,                              
           Ceres,
Steven Bochco,
alfred hitchcock,
Carlotta Valdezs,
Charlotte Salomon,

feeling tetrahydrocanabinawful

polled [like ungulates]

sartorial mis

nirvana with my dead lover pets

Brendan Cass paintings

the food vs. the people

Cantinflas [1961] as avatar of specific poem book [2004]

‘because we love it it remains hidden’ –Y.Y. 1867  –Y.Y. 19[2/3]7([./,]000)

building [n.] comes along enthusiastically

piccolodemus 

(wisteria)	


magesteria [like cafeteria]

cochonbound

snowpea juice keeps dripping from my ear[ring]hole [optional: sung like ‘raindrops keep 
fallin’ on my head’]

oh lord grant me vision oh lord grant me speed 

hysterics enter the ossodrome

yeast infection porn

Narmer’s galleta

‘who’s got the fattest ass in Antarctica[?]’

Excerpts taken from anonymous student poetry on the back of Veronica’s turquoise blue toilet 
back while [J] was sitting there pants down and thinking, notetaking by rite of rrrrrr
Will my memory of my hands outlive me______ 
Today is a day______ 
my balls are so full of goodwill._____
My hand would equal a promise if anything but true was true.______
Who is that fat, suited man in the high pine that shits on my head?  He 
is that man mentioned in the last sentence.  There is shit on my head 
now._____
It’s good that the human thing is just a way to reproduce____
Stupid organism…
You were young because you’re older now…
You’re so stupid, you even have to remind yourself that you have a 
face____
Our lips together___
When will I have time to love you____ 
basking arrogantly in the lame insurance of horizon______
   

St. Bonerface

demoted exigencies until exigencies

antibiotical

muck ( helmet

Gigantic –Kim Deal

pregnant with chance (synergy)

Sudden Oak Death

beauty of decay shared alone

                        1       
Never known    2
Never known   
                   3

Crispus Attucks

b(a/e/i/o/u)ll

ended his/her life there

drinking shampoo for breakfast –Joe Strummer

g(rah(a)m)

a casterbeam of cright

doom dispelling crunch

best blue-pants I have ever seen

(fear of) flushing yourself down the airplane toilet –flora hanitijo

–which person would understand [me] best right now?

Trojan (records)

(geometrical) crises of filling holes

(temporarily) enamored of mischief

“are foibles spheroid? and of low atomic mass?”

‘the case of the Phyllia is even sadder: they browse among themselves taking each other for 
real leaves.’ –Roger Callois

darts [–AG]: dick queefs 

(sluiced from the hegemon)

alone with the family again
  

spring patrol

“do you want to have lunch with me”

bread’s imperium

one of those cynical evenings

can’t quite get rid of it

tends to like plants more than insects

wine

white

.

wine

MONICA VITTI 2

amphetamines

dijk

[ULILLE]:
[unfortunately life is largely lonely elsewhere]

la vie quotidienne des anciens égyptiens

waiting on a friend

sickness

invompatible

slouch4

fox lox  
sable sable
:De(s)cartes

daughterson 
 

“Incidentally, cum’s been around for hundreds of millions of years—I don’t understand why I 
think that the stuff is cool.” –Wesley Snipes

if Julian Jaynes is right 
if Julian Jaynes is right 

if Julian Jaynes is right 
if Julian Jaynes is right 

if Julian Jaynes is right 
if Julian Jaynes is right 

Nards, as encountered by Odysseus

life’s unexpected upgrade to sangfroid

yoy flower:

“I drift away into crepuscular pockets hoping someone will hear my warm laugh.  But they 
almost never do.”
–Marianne Moor

(br)il(l) signore

Ch((e))ops

fear of doubt

Armed Mexican park rangers guard butterflies

prima facie: the worst ghost

nonconducive erotics

I stop and keep the air conditioning

when a smile announces the decimal(-)universe

somber stink(ing)

 

carbonated springs

Gordion twat

ALVA

raisin on a breech

playlist for a personless room

salacious crumb

Lincoln-as-sex-symbol (zeitgeist)

the sacred and the profane

pod

Surgeon General’s Warning: lemon cookies are made with lemon dishsoap

(robustness) of the place name

dermatologue

specific anybody will do

creating as

ugly pursued by beauty  

(anxiety surrounding) falling asleep in the wrong order

contempt for allopaths 
contempt for osteopaths

Titian-Manet

fingers

vista-contra-foibles 
neoManicheanics

Riddick Bowe

cryo-

year of the rooster

Narmer’s pumpkin (galleta)

barbers for hairy cells and organelles

–since aliens are just humans from the remote future

shadowfax

mortar 

grass[(es)]

(infinite proscription against dating people with Skechers™)

“there are many worlds; and never fewer than two”

desire exhonerates dissimulation[, which thus never existed]

waking up away

garth iorg
dane iorg

“the history of the subject is an enormous confusion of metaphor with designation” –Julian 
Jaynes

bottomless pit / pitiless bottom

deepdish

OMAR

“too bad Massive Attack never once lived up to its name” –Mr. Critters

2 reducible to 0
3 reducible to 3 + 1
1 reducible to -0

I piss more than I imbibe

tissue cardin

fine

faith contra belief

what botanists know

EDs:
epistemic disparities 

great(est) nightmare

magnetic fluid for noun/gerund

Snap! Crackle! Pop! the Eumenides

‘categories are not impossible to reach if it is impossible to reach beyond categories’ 
–Sultana Shamrock [Eusebia Blas]

saves from itself

mindy

losing the talent of empathy

Venus de Milo with Drawers

basically, those who like each other

pace

fear of friction-ensconcement

gentle confab 

(the sneeze that killed cancer)

tarring and feathering geese
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whenever we talk about the Ross Ice Shelf…

absence of rigor, i.e.

boring evening

Dan

(choose to choose) elsewhere

Tridentine

humphre(y/ies)

cloak

how many Bobbys

sounds of postnasal drip

want(s) to be dear again

green tea green

article
particle

too many morphemes to make a decision

new age

colt

tiny palate lesions

God decides to change his name back to Jeremy

Judy

“the human condition: pronouns beget pronouns” –Lord Bryon

cuticle (metaphors)

robe
rogue
donal logue
lobe. loggia loaf
luge
(lugar)
rudiger
-pube   \\pube x 11
Judex

General Interests: thanksgiving(both the dinner and the giving thanks 
part), conceptual sex, cairo de janeiro, supernature, foreign language 
dictionaries, not doing it but talking about it alot, different kinds of white 
people.  Tong-Tong. animals- especially the funny kind. –Brooke Vermillion

(n)ever to be good again

not fetid enoujgh

bo peep

Kirilovism

guy gurney 
dean gurney

Barthex™
Narthex™

precipitous

San Vitale(*)

mistake for a protector

the giant kidney lay atop the ziggurat….(respirating)…..
 
child balm, child abrasion

the sacred and the profane

Mos Def + grapenuts

petal.
fugal

hgowhever damask cuf

oberon

precipitous

hensley meulens
hartley seymour

eee   /  xxx   / aaa  /   bbb

stele dan

nice fashion ads

brain

the confidence sphere / the MENU

undoubted reptile 

blue

sun custard

the apotheosis   d-i-r-t-y    

moray eel poop



pussy chemo –M Pa 

dostoyevsky/boysenberry

Villon 
Moliere
Voltaire
Fragonard
vinyl siding
Hugo
Baudelaire maybe
Czech symbolists
Kupka-Leger
Leger
dead Matisse
Sandrine Bonnaire

elbow crisis

noodle pudding

vagrancy with botany clout

Benin

y

corn

Benin

prophetes

wank
bank

laptop 
ballcancer



Lebanon cedar

apropos peruse

wet blanket

biopsy

biopsy

Matterhorn™

Supermans(e)

–you forget your suzie [formerly ruler [the measuring tool]]

pottery barn [with aphids]

Superman [with aphids]

La Scienza Nuova

rent

synthesizer165

Jess(i)e

black tar       

MIT

winter in Shapiro Township

zagopontic

sidewalk chunk from the slaughterhouse

Jesse(i) 

suddenly Susan

Paradjanov 

toothbrush

makin’ noise, makin’ n o i se

(cheap) pellets

tofu on her birthday

massacre 

lotion guitar

watercress(?)

l’hypnose

9/20/2005 10:12:00 AM  

 parataxis bold as love.
 digital revolution in your semicolon

 9/20/2005 10:10:00 AM  

 digital revolution in the butt

My Name is Jonas

W  a  l  t  D i s n e y 

awesome laziness promised bounty

and soon failed (us)

holding in Andrew Frantz Fanon’s pee for him

1.
Next:

In the race to coagulate, no else first-finished/first-achieved: a staggering achievement –
declared.  The league had been fusile, accretional, unimpinged upon by parties, known by 
enough.  Enough always outmoding enough.  Enough a quaint and an total.
The race to coagulate demanded top speeds, else a deferment might ensue.  The speeds 
aspired to manifestness; unfortune prevented any circumspection.
From amidst a mob-more-than-a-crowd, a person of name came, a fore: our fore.  We the 
listeners (even I) were expectant, and as such speed remained constant.  Such was the chapter 
unfurl –or telos.  The telos bit her as might a turtle, a bee even.  Her a bee even.  Taking 
flight.  Augmenting coagulation.  Becrusted she is in she, or other she.  Other she off the 
flight taking above it and we are it still she above now.  Now.  Forever.  Forever waits on no 
one, thus we melodize.  Song, dirge-not.  How respirant and ballooning the lungs might be: 
the enunciatory avail, the time has not fulled but it is a time presented.  The come is untimed, 
as such we sang. 
In waiting, it was incumbent upon many to be substantial.  This is hard.  A hard thing to trust.  
To stand alone and announce, seeking not the presence of peers.  An auditory embark issued 
from mouth,  An issuance.  All issued forth, supplemented by all.  Supplemented by expected 
quantities pretty-much-known to pre-exist this arrival.  Pre-existence entrusts as only it 
might; little but purblindness around the matter/at/hand.

The Matter At Hand

In accepting duty, renunciation insists.  I waited: as such, 
The Running
“At the commencing of the episode, motion was assumed.  Upon motion’s 
actuation, a cramp of impossibility gathered and grew.  The pain 
resplended.  The motion itself was assailed with too much illumination.  A 
creak in a foundation began the recoil, although motion persisted.  The 
recoil increased as disparate vector.”

Space
(It was here that the waiting ceased.)  Much became, and other else 
cancelled. Pride and love on for a brief and bombastic now.  
The awful pain in abeyance.  This could not be (ample) true.  

True and Pain Absolutely Not The Same

In worship of true, camel awoke.  Dromedary.  Of name for (those who 
(need)) nominals.  Named Becky perhaps.  Or Palm.  Or winterbunny.  Or 
Aspek.  Natio.  Cordelia.  Crenolin.  Tacoddi.  Vitus.  Vitius.  Vitiaten.  
Gorgeous.
Camel named nothing.  Alternating names.  A sad camel not.  For a camel 
knows better –so humans expect.  Sadness is for the other kinds.  Sadness 
should never be for me.  Ah, dear sadness whom I love so dearly.  I love I 
so dearly.  Oh sadness.
A camel the otherhand is phenomenal. 
[------------------------------------------------------------------------------]
[I am a man of mourning; of sadness; you are my lover until my sadness 
whom I love more.]  The camel eats: an ear of corn, a camel of corn, a 
camel of twice, a peanut butter, a weighted worm, a thyme in the country.  
The country is where we shall roam.  The camel roams first: aloof, wise, 
itinerant.  Follow.  Or follow, at least.
In sight of the camel, I do make it meaning for me.  I do find a worship, a 
douce rue.  
My stories will be for none; the camel forgives me.
A pot on the range for a meal.  Canned soup.  Do you wish to eat with me, 
camel
The pot stainless steel, 150 cc.  A Welshman sitting in town far away.  A 
book written for an audience long ago.  Now everyone’s bored and content 
in a place all their own.  The camel reads me a book.  The book is called 
divorce.
()
Divorce:

The once came a land known as divorce.  Wherein people didn’t need each 
other anymore.  Enough of such need.   Emotions altered to attend to new 
words, old feelings found other new words.  Or vice versa.  Neologisms 
constructed for the je ne sais quoi that the zeitgeist so pined for, refined for.  
Divorce was a way to rewrite the woes of the bards in rut.  Fine breasts.  
Investments of liquid assets.  Toucan.  Software.  Mandolin obsolescence.  
Pharmaceuticommunally off limits.  Communally: unsanctioned: alone.  
Alone is power enough for those who read-watch books or make waves.  
The screens powered out waves and cheeks respond to desolation or 
pampering; so it has been abbreviated.  No breviary like the old ones, just a 
self-warm body and the belief in having been here so far and there-to-be.  
A time is a time enough to live.  A life is not needed for living.  Or more 
probably a living is not needed for life.  A progression is elided.  Rather a 
time to be alone.  Divorce: a time to be alone.  Alone: a time to be alone.   
Sure things come into being at the peak of tomorrow.  Waiting, hands apart, 
professions of love distrusted, trivialized, dumped.  Love alone: alone 
alone: divorce together.  A new revision of love then, a new platform for it 
to thrive as meaning.  Somebody build something as fast as they want, the 
camel said.



of physiognomic strain m9e
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of physiognomic strain m9e

The magic science of ruining friendships 
Vvaniel at the lunchtable (1:51 PM) with Su, Ja, Mn, Vg, Nch, and Sid wants to read the 
poem he wrote last night:
The magic science of ruining friendships 
I remember us and we’re still now
But there is a future.
And possibility somehow seems a bit alien to fraternity
Time doesn’t fit in there: it is what they call future, I guess.    
Nobody I know too well is coming to future with me

And the example of the past is 81 percent of the future.
I prescribe to my friends when I can remember them

You can come if you want, but I won’t be there 
–I miss my friends already as I write this.
Emotions are bad for a future
I can’t find a way out of me

That’s not enough

but are we really in love
yes

yes
1.

when she gets back from family vacation

gli

guapage

play with my foot

brian begants and li(  )

Saul’s suicide

“and then we kind of die, which makes civilization work”

Dax Dacia spoonwater

if Julian Jaynes is right

plenary (gonad-)eye

I shit in the parlor

■

current non-mutual us

carrot (shreds)

h([old])h([and])h([im])h([er])

oaffen es es

too-shy-to-try jr.

Dr. Brown’s (ecosystem)

si  
[[seeded] mustard]  i.u.h(e)

guest appearance in dream 

“save the planet” –Emily Dickinson

l guil anterb b

meter

houndstooth fresco

WTIWE:
would that I were else

brass types fer phenotypes
a licklove brass dry a fly
a fly with translucent wing wetsugar
tutu desmond
norma bishop

fancytime in the fungus

[Madonna’s] Sex [book]

parthenogenetic tibor

enjeck

a rookie

turquoise + vomit  ([bird’s eye view])

the neigh in neighbors

elps

frozen faucets 

Guggenheim freefall

her breasts sweating

if Julian Jaynes is right

an exhortation 

charter flights to Nod [to spend time with Cain, et Al]

fans

dauphin(age)

dark ruse wi[z/s]ened

guava nurd

crimson and gold

crimson and gold

Lemuel/Ementhaler

Zambia

riverside facade1

yeah I’ve got a friend in Jesus 

3/7-guilty 

silos as sublime fuckshack 

The 25-foot-tall, 17 1/2-ton treat of frozen Snapple juice melted faster than expected 
Tuesday
flooding Union Square […]  with kiwi-strawberry-flavored fluid […] Some passers-by 
slipped in the puddles […]  no serious injuries were reported
-
She said the company was unlikely to make a second attempt to break the record, 
set by a 21-foot ice pop in Holland in 1997

if Julian

accidental self-libel

grandpa (gives me) herpes

Ohmus

holding hair

AC sickness

Godspeed

less crises while waiting

auscultate a lot

stinkface stanley

3 = 67

support

–Goshen Flatts, L. I. 

[D]irtdropper D(e/a)nton

habits

Begen rain

o

our arduous apple

seven eight nine ten

Emerald Glück 

+++|

Buick now manufactures alligators

old dudes

Swimming in the reservoir

“folk music does not buy your charter ticket to Persephone” –George W. Bush

a(lve/i)oli

stickarm stick 
(against lacquer)

arugular blue

several selfish sen

dirty jenny

enjoy your happiness

Sinead O’Connor

throwing your kids in syrup so they grow whiskers

o.b.g.y.glen –anon. bathroom tagger

mystery being the longest shortcut

throwing your kids in the jampot

her in the song 

baby turd

ferryfate

photosensitivity scents

grandma returns from exile

hip on declension

Han-Shan-and

he’s on her couch

she’s on his couch

being jellyfish language

take time to hate time

megajesusmedallion89

Eli shits ground squirrel shit

Metabolism
Bothaism
Anarchism
–Bathroom graffiti

chestnut moon

Emily Spears-Meers

Fat panther lay by me. Girls talked there of fucking beasts talked there of eating 
All heavy with sleep, fucked girls and fat leopards
–Ezra Poontang

all that knowledge libeled heresy [and subsequently elided from history]

subject [asymptotically] approaching its own object assumes subject –King of Sorrows

Queen Elizabeth II reportedly buys iPod

pussy/glans

mastiff 
chow chow
akita
(great dane)

dachsund
german shepherd
saint bernard
Joachim Neugroschel

courage speaks as the color yellow –Boethius 

jocular/jocose/jocund

Quotient

I got sneakers

miragolds – monstruation 

toilet eye, or dachsund tonsil, or moonbeam

cartilage branch

prematurely

masa 
sheep 
qua

30 font quotient

cognitive disimperative ---

Darius 
(Rucker)

nofengulate

meter

meanwhile moses has a soft white one

a complete reversal without movement

please reconcile my scon(c)es / to your terrestrial bones –Erasure

COMMAND v

juan mant[e]

threadbare
luge
periodontic fleece

tendernesses suffuse dermal elasticity

purpose eaten by shit

joyce teaches

in this case aberrant

fat kids die third

radish buoys on the north sea

icesuit 
rice[suit]

white wine – pink shirt

Dirty Harry now just dirty after alopecia episode 

tansey

slag chowder
corn chowder
same fuckin’ thing

Flora’s  

paleoorthodontics

need/love  
3 = 14=1 = 070’010’

[the] baby’s got a fever from all these fleabites

[per our agreement:] no sesame seeds in the paper recycling bin

all these names keep blending together

pulmonary dowries

we: a monument

"The first and only principle of sexual ethics: the accuser is always wrong" 
   –Theodor Adorno

hair hair 

the walls

Shy, the largest natural satellite of [the planet] Saturn

UNITED BAMBOO

scurrilous

memory is wisdom  –Falls  

when [the] 0OWRGHIOND 
bridges bridgehampton 
(t/T)een

Dear Mom,

I love you

Salvator Rosa @ the Federal Building, Los Angeles

orange cadish

by to afford depression

aphidavit

lou gehrg

subterranean tar diagonals 

‘Who cares that I can care about you only when I realize that I don’t care about you like I 
could care about you—I care about this.’

atom between 
matador and lint

deep sorrow in thigh

ectoprasm

“a Cypriot’s duty is to bang the booty” –Averroes

fake mosquitoes

enter the pink

the (garden) plants shun me and urinate

matters of hands

riddle

sapphic
 
sapphic

bread’s (ultra)imperium

precipitous

spider( )veins (burgers)

perspicuity

Diambules Cortès

[shinto

14th 
currants in geometri

Hervé [van der] Goes Bananas

Many moons stock on the moonboat –Eazy-E

sanguine 

prostitution 

(a mere window)

I am I because my little dog knows me –Gertrude Stein

hurts ears

faced with the boiler’s cream

E([)-(])i dbisc lcover 

this the last kiss 
(((((((((((((((( (((((((( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( )))))))))))))))))

cute EMT guy

aesthetic discoveries suppressed by neurological needs

offals
offals

silver* fever*    [*= word is circled]

violin[hunter]

creation anticipation percolation

sadnessfear
sadness

music

that guy who told me about Harry Crosby

[outer spaee] shaving creams

ILYCIF:
I love you cuz I’m free

free because I love you

archaeologists discover first European settlers in New Zealand 
used hominy as boogers

still not quite the silent type

fear

Nathaniel Whenwith 

planned suicide after goat fever

time to wanch

[this stomach gas] not a whistler in the driveway

‘pussy lips tween these hips’ –temporary leg tattoo

strife

bruja

CTWAOFM:
cute tyrants who actually only fake-murdered

(we) slumber in groups

littoral cramps

refusal to acknowledge

David Hammons things

“The juvenile sea squirt wanders through the sea searching for a suitable rock or hunk of 
coral to cling to and make its home for life. When it finds its spot and takes root, it doesn’t 
need its brain any more so it eats it! It’s rather like getting tenure.” –Daniel Dennet

craft

large eat hostages

primarily interested in (being) the unwanted

martyr hay (*)

belt it out, you got the 

those who pedicure frequently 
those who pedicure less frequently 
those who do it even less 
those who never

Moirae expectorate from (the) mezzanine

Joshua Nassi
David Nassi

(apropos) climate-controlled non-olfactory vistas

marshes

precipitous

expiate

rats are gonna invade my rectum tunite –the White Sheik

Declan-Owens .five.

hippopotamus

metempsycoleslaw

no diff

(sub)conscious/utane

no diff

Bysshe everyone knew him as –David Markson



only understanding one language

dedetermine expedients

Richard Wagner’s pink underwear  –David Markson

Weezer

Marcel3

Marcelxy

Mustard

Marcel1

Marcel2

dry cleaning chemicals as floral arrangement

only understanding one Ezra Pound language

learned from objects

the latest control rupture

six ←spelled here with six letters 

Salvadorean Cyclops 

worthy of the moment still2

worthy of the moment still1

asquith/osprey

no stories 

gloating protein
and/or(e) boating protein is the new river rat[s]

con novios

sombie

(how) dirt undernail (how)

speech-(y)ac(h)t 

intolerant of ambience

Dear Dad,

I love you

(After losing her head, Jayne Mansfield changes her name to Jayne Massachusetts (her 
brother changes his name to Jean-Claude))

other one worshipped 

acorns in Akron become Dacron –Patty Duke

the armpit believer

obi-wan  

Clothide

Ned Beatty

Farsi cellistry

sylvanuncle

papa gaio

Boeotian

Fernand Leger-Lebrun

MNTTM:
My-Neuroses-Truly-Terrify-Me

100yearswar  natural sweetener

petals…

Clone of castrated horse unveiled in Italy

(and then bored)

that depot

novel stress

malade

(Genoa)

Perglutinous Rex
de-MichaelStipe
bicycle rediscovery
Rebecca
bicycle rediscovery
botany under the subway seat

radish

Airbus with ersatz dysentery

cantabile 

digital discs (ruined): a project by Anne Baxter (aka Dan Backster)

library for a small elementary school: 
a project by Ham [son of Noah 
(and Barba(a)ra)]

isosceles stranger, train wraith 
(from the Japanese Modern)

have seen a happy future because it is a beautiful evening 

Marie 
Menken

Dumas fat

dirk dastardly

three kisses

Bologna

Dorks

Himmelb(l)au

as close to candor      
candor closes in ineffectively

magritte sticks his head in the walrus ass / pennies from chimois –the peruvian andes

(ph)a(la)nge(l)

mies on a beam

Baruch-Benedict

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
o1o
…..

.   .   .   .   .   .   .

.           .           .     (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

.           .           .
  .         .          .
|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |           …;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

flimsy
whim
whim
gin
Pims-scrim
Djinnji
nona (vagina)
tot

uneven cheeks

Edward V brite

(preferring) ingenuousness when overcomfortable

Vauxhall 

Also, a silver thing (like a pin)

90 year olds – 40 year olds = 50 year olds

spikebearer, saltbearer, sandbearer, steffi graf amour 

not smart enough for vapor

miletian briofont

Anemic Cinema

puddle chrome

Turn the beet around –Lawrence Weiner

rich assiduous

the wrong accent

waves
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thunder

Kix® meteors on Solon’s Athens

La Douche   [Daniel Spoerri,1961]

omnifactitious(ness) honey

“Immauel Kant, you disgusting blob of soggy monkey zits” –Eric Duyckaerts

silk vs. milk

Chiron[e]

(those who) lovingly fellate Charon

aftersweat

Isidore

Antarctic slums

minor critic

lobstervy

bronco
bathsheba

Dortmund triangle

dortmund diamond

iff

prefab Mordecai 

I have a mammal on my legs –Mirabelle Marden

&

bog

the better errands

shuffle

all my friends

skin problems*

gold + mold = tits-necklace

fruit bat
fruit bat

other people’s bookmarks [found]

lied shyness

soil speaks dozens

nurse daiquiri administers blowjobs

she was the seater, he the lambolinn.

Honor Blackman blackmailed 

\\\///

Clark Gable’s gables  

Rude people first

hulking elegy with goldenrod

emily’s middle name also emily

hugs that mean more

that joke1

that joke12

Jeanne La Pucelle [RIVETTE [lower case]]

pine potato

Tom (Cruise) disguised as a 22ʺ″ pizza again

all the dead 

[all the dead]

berries of synaesthesia

LEGENDARY

BNRG

clocknesses 

gackbammon 

blau pomme

parks don’t 

compulsive(ly counterproductive )fastidiousness 

that yellow incide the laundry

myrmidon(s)

Violet Stuart Mill

depth

broth(el)

‘suck my oil’ –Dr. Octagon

paper-between-lips as anatomy

In 1999, year worship 9991

too lazy to touch

condiment pa(rk/ke)

(aqueous volcanoes) ignite ass cottons

narcissists unite volcano-in

then you’ll hear the maps / taking lots of craps –Morrissey 

There is a horse’s head rolling along the surface of the sky: it is the sun
There is a horse’s head rolling across the earth: it is the receptacle of sweetness
There is a man’s head rolling across the earth: it is the person who hasn’t solved the enigma 
of the horse’s head –Roberto Calasso

amazingly sexy for a homely person

abduct your [own] children

lost/spurious

dirt night placcing

Corot
Cezanne
Braque

sartorial sexuality / nude sex

the same away
 
and shapes away 

eyebrow escarpment 

love blooms

apices defer 

jard lents

tee shirt pibbons

the most comfortable friend to touch

getting fucked by Luther Vandross

peptalk dialectics

TAFFS:
tempered away from fecund sharing

insuperable ah

(Jack) Ruby’s diaphragm/seasponge

only licensed to dye green*   [*ask David Greenberg]

every life

Now my heart is full

public nail clipping

shot lion[ess] weeps and weeps
      

urethral isomorphism

bridget

fe(tish)

Lumiere acrobats

‘And maybe a neglect of such reflection is an unhealthy choice: feeding dogs too many 
plhastash rather than foodho.’ –Ardo Senkerg

old graffiti 

pregnant again this week-end; gallon water bottles plasticating my
menstruition; mom's got a songbird

dropped cuz burning

filo architecture

tissuewell

break down and let it all out 
break down and let it all out

break down and let it all out 

hay mucho

coming to terms with mom’s foibles

the outstanding valor of her smile

astound

bunderneath 
Tristan de Cunha

Richard Rorty (flavored) icecream 

Cardinal [E]lffnao’omo

nihilism reassertion

going home together happy 

lesbian boy

live feed

pissing before the sun explodes

Mauritania is different

not remembered / forgotten

maltomagistene

fan of the person who created it

embenism

Ryan Gosling
(Christian Bale)

thing musn’t happen

all that knowledge libeled heresy 
and subsequently elided from history

weissbier

zanetti

(I/L)ucifer sun of the morning

BSIEYGMCL:
beet soaked iled egg yolks g(a/i)ve me crab lice

[veihhs pottersse]

public piss (with punity)

(such) tears won’t fail

what a horror if they do not 

Kiarostami’s ducks

a conversation*

Pan does a cover of Hotel California

overbleached wheat

‘I am the gate, I am the gate, I am the gate, I am the gate, I am the gate, I am the gate, gate in 
the, gate in the ostrich’ –Wire 

smoke almost street

navel drip

hate contests itself

lavender-working-against-you

✢



dr. emissary

the sweat-off beard

keeps sweating on me

all voices is public

anti-fresh

spanish castle magic

bargainism

Catholic priests giving parking tickets with sponges

‘it is always World and never Nowhere without No’ –Rilke (trans. Poulin)

mea culpa

mea municipa

invisible binoculars

klein bottles
melony klein
monsieur klein (attal)
peter kline
quicklime

if you’re interested in incorporating…

beanfucker

stadium salts*

I cached the memories 
which will probably mean nothing to anyone again

my limitede cxa

shrimp no longer parasites 

subcutaneous finnish flag colors

holo

Dieudonné

neckcracking chits

glamour resonating

dreamquarters hens and train-successors

greatness attenuated to or adaptable to the bathroom sink [freestanding]  

anatomy lessons in the ER: this is the Pursuit, this is the Random, this is the Clavier, this is 
the Tormission

Basterat.  Comucusse.  Debutante Pussy.

dried fruit conoot  

tripli 
trebly 
theshores ofTimothy 
Lancette

Baie des Granges.  Marmokeyhose.  Numbátet.   

kennebunk/jabberwock

strong men in glands  

gills in grapes  

deepdish on the shores of Lagh Dainty[-]seter.  

(pure) Failure  

‘alchemy, lesbians, and teenagers’ –Isaac Newton

notquitethe

s(chn)it(t)

variety contra commitment

unapparitions, and even so

(W)WSWWBMHSITW:
(when) we swore we wouldn’t bring more human suffering into the world

sewage ink 

bagcrinkle

age worse

lk;ka;ssdkls;asdkdk;laskd 
 
poaching poachers 

filthy to beyond completion –girl on subway

.374

end the motherfucker like a [M]odernist

the/prophet/podiatrist

monkeybird

match shoes to skin 

elbow [adj.] pussy

the science of the fervor of the youth

ribbons return

75 minutes of sleep

light jacket

homeless couple spoon-humping under a flannel blanket in the rain

“why the fuck’s everyone going to die”

WuTang Forever

(all these kids are younger than me) 

“why’s the fucking A.C. on so high”

Ryan Atwood

Pasolini’s Thebes [minus modern syntax]

unexpected 2nd second goodbyes

clapping games

.
hals

([P])r(i)am

bleed to death 

kayak

hi mom
bye mom
mother( )and( )child

cap·tan [n an agricultural fungicide in the form of a white powder, used on fruits, flowers, and 
vegetables.] C9H8Cl3NO2S  –[Platonist]

unhappy to become a ‘w’

.neufchatel

nave and carob switch 

fro

[unspecific] charles as punchline

crayoaks

(when) too fickle

DMX 
in transit

Minkovskian time

make am

[an] ankle sniffs

xenophon(e)

ambrose/proscription 

shame-edit

all the brazilians in jerusalem

lnevander boelfd(dg/gg)s(e(/ee))

aping squirrels for ins in the squirrel club

non’t expire as minerals do

whose erotics perfect you

pabulum glory

organ

Newtonian time

ennsephogett

Pretty Toney

REMEL|OUT|E

load

dunet crespentichur(e)(l) fmul(l)e

MPL:
map precedes line

zomohy[y]gous

of recorded fantasies

Dutch vowels

Dutch fowl

what vacations vacate

implications of ways of seeing

insect [ ] mistake

[Nander]

end of retreat

relationship politics
 

prettier when prettier

fatty scalp

Elise

monkeyshines 

Inspired by wheelbarrow, BIC sells 100 billionth pen

‘and besides it would still be alright’ –Leonard Cohen

genepool mirrors / (bio-)teleological markers / the advent of the stereotype within

this song isn’t working now

they’re hiding

broccolispoon

naryx

CANDYMAN

ascetrimitonne

Tuesday Raugust twelf

mercury is cool

getting acupuncture to cure resentment

[non-metaphoric] typhoon [of carbonated water]

staggered friends

all this dancing  

Don’t forget the seventeenth rule of complementarity –Raquel Galarraga

ttrest

1/373 man with rapier

elks in labor

glutimate morgan

what you thought you wanted

-aven

has evocative slumber

Me5rz
mer

Mireille Perrier

(des/sex)pot

high fashion

lice on the sidewalk (again)

–a little less ugly than remembered

Korean-American 

jicama = socks    (story)

men in sandals 800

[(preconditioned)] love

yellow dogs carry the dead on their back to the 'place pf nine waters'
the rain gods land.  pusmaster lives there.

lightbulb glass between my toes

(I didn’t know) lipids (could) create that

CCGF:
Cortes’ croutons get fucked!

*

velleities of some hirsute computer

gathering old items isn’t enough

in love with a [nonmetaphorical] praying mantis 

pony tail sex

metal miming mimes

schadenfreude/scheherazade

dudes with algorithms in a [tiny] swamp of vomit

finally allowed to sleep

wine calves*

mares of Diomedes

discharge*

(blue) cosine wine

dudes with ledd

–I’ve never seen the moon sky so black in my life

too much blood

mitochondriae (surry)

Researchers Find Key to Autumn's Splendor

the necessity of mrave and dotein meet

tonsils/inform/signplacard

undiscovered vitamins
barbarian chieftains

happy song(s)

Mecklenberg hypoteneuse

dudes forget that I love lining

hysteria
History

demands demand

close for a while

retablo loft

knockkneed blush
freckle hang(e/a)r

Iliad (MMO)RPGs

sweat free socks

the globe [that big thing we all live inside together] destroyed by love

slugs lay lakes

echoes of older categories(*)

Wilson, Fortdaddy, Me, and Timbo on July 4th, 2004

Eye candy means high IQ 

restoration funding

disclosed-secret grief

parturition 
parch(ment/mule)

Chartres flannell
Amiens flannel
Orvieto hemp/linen

–(22-/68-)year-old Jon Voight plays the (22-/68-) Alexander Hamilton

(apropos) difficulties asking

on

uxorious (again)

(synchrony of frames-with-content)

pork alligator

not enough (patience) for listening

disawesome

coddling only
own gain

place(ment)

The union of rock and semen created the first bat

(a world after counting)

"INTEN$E!!!!!! INTENSE LIKE CAMPING"

gulagstash

is bes for bex

decrepit-depression

false always true

true not always false

([frequently]) applying lipstick to fried chicken

amble + ardor = amber

mutual discomfort (transcended)

mantis religiosa

reduction

(heir) apparent

(o) 2 52     25 2       2ii

[Dick Diver’s] repose

copper gold confusion

chewing gum yellow paint confusion

achievement loses achievement

secession

retain pathos
evict pain

there seems to be a beautiful

fuzz eating men

i lied to him 
once 

and again

we w

real lips love real estate –John Jay

appendix of lymphatics and avocations

[all] beauty postponed

bladder

summer wool

venus mercenaria

japhet guppy

colorsflavors 

avo halton iie

“the similar is enticing; the same is absolutely horrifying” –Ed Koch/Bess Myerson 

laughter prison

helpful because

prosecco

biblioteca

hubba bubba

of certain furniture
of certain furniture

flaco

group

ethics around wearing socks to bed

([(we) all love]) water

parable

seevendy

(nn)nenen zaiiel  ..

just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb]

(just [adverb]
just [adverb]
just [adverb])

apropos techne

sanctioned crazys

study = slutty

shoedini[.com]

Claes Oldenburg’s buffalo nickel project

(that) 

sodomized chincleft 

water

frespened ights

danzig → Zandïge

chillier than hem

R&H:
revolting and haven

‘a ziff [thrown] at the pizzapants’

uy

scantily(/e) damb

[“awhile might last eons”]

alanine
guanine
rh(y)oplex
philistine

armfat detergent

(the [O]rder of more-than-one)  

Often after presents itself before

feeling infra-ed.  

the great muppet-taper

asanctioned crazys

Murmurs murmate 

An elementary stage for a global workshop on collective emulsion...
designed specifically to eradicate this viral plague that molds us so,
building stronger, purer, more fluid and transparent forms of
organismic and machinic life. Sleekely soothing machinism dines
antagonism in the throwes of finely tuned passions i.e. to prance in
fields of glass water is not for the weak, as it often involves
unexpected strains of psuedo-fascistic fantasy. What is to be built
may not work for most infected; the sheer density of an inverted
lemurian shell, subject to centuries of erosion, leaves little hope
for the lids of the new opticians. This project is no mere club, it
involves devoting your rhythms to the labours of sublime discomfort
and permanent neo-masochistic ecstasy. The major strains of the life
placebo unitary division of pre-unitary extravagance (monad busters)
have been thus far developed in two units: -------1. neo-romanticist
exersize unit i.e. free weights, corporeal mysticism, basketball,
mountaineering 2. the questionable pre-aesthetic praxis unit i.e.
epilepsy, historical slipage, dialogics, temporal levitation
techniques, occassional narceleptic systemization, interventionist
architectural design, pathologics of compulsion, how to deal with the
new instructions, semiotic warfare, builders associations (i.e. always
already demoloshed,) non-site, the archetectronics of fear,
unclocking/image-thaw schematics, pseudo-new-age cultures, formal
demonolgy for future-past hegemonies etc.---------- please post plans,
proposals, notions, essays, links to essays (yours or others,) lists
etc.

medulla cricket [the sport]

pulmonary activities, such as doing things.  

unsanctioned crazys

weekends vast  
evenings large

eyebress 

'array is prodigy; maintenance is critical’ –Bess Myerson

cphitolandria / styre

llaves excrement

llaves 
excrement

Crimson and clover over and over crimson 
and clover over and over crimson and clover 
over and over crimson and clover over and 
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crimson and             clover over and over 
crimson and clover over and over crimson and 
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clover over and over crimson and clover over 
and over crimson and clover over and over 
crimson and clover over and over crimson and 
clover over and over crimson and clover over 
and over crimson and clover over and over 
crimson and clover over and over crimson and 
clover over and over crimson and clover over 
and over crimson and clover over and over 
crimson and clover over and over crimson and 
clover over and over crimson and clover over 

Arachne’s bacne

my t-shirt arrested your leotard –Korean proverb

dirty lights ([on me)]

crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover over and 
over crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover over 
and over crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover 
over and over crimson and clover over and over crimson and 
clover over and over crimson and clover over and over crimson 
and clover over and over crimson and clover over and over 
crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover over and 
over crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover over 
and over crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover 
over and over crimson and clover over and over crimson and 
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and clover over and over crimson and clover over and over 
crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover over and 
over crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover over 
and over crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover 
over and over crimson and clover over and over crimson and 
clover over and over crimson and clover over and over crimson 
and clover over and over crimson and clover over and over 
crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover over and 
over crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover over 
and over crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover 
over and over crimson and clover over and over crimson and 
clover over and over crimson and clover over and over crimson 
and clover over and over crimson and clover over and over 
crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover over and 
over crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover over 
and over crimson and clover over and over crimson and clover 
over and over crimson and clover over and over crimson and 
clover over and over crimson and clover over and over crimson 
and clover over and over crimson and clover over and over 
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and clover over and over crimson and clover over and over 

(in/re)cumbent body games

reih   0   reiw

Deleuzian ginger

balsa eyelashes

gelatinup

‘we were good as married in my mind / but married in my mind’s no good’ –Rivers Cuomo

person arrives, person stays, person (is asked to) leave
(s)	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	

9174200689

PDI: photography demands imaginary

needles-in-utters 

mexican moses [pl.]

7  7  7  3  49

13 = 5

remarkably last

bleak felicity

plants use straws to clean my room

under wing

take under wing

takes under wing

moevin silane

squid as shoulder chips

we of m.m.

‘mainly I don’t like feeling bad about myself’

freezerood

Nerf Manicotti 

Abernathy

Flusserian diplomats

histrinaughtically yu[l]

[has] more testosterone than a porcelain plate

outlives expiration

2½ a veritable sprawl

the Belgian Avant-garde

ieffrey

repeated teethings

we also drank hot cider and watched a dude eat lightbulbs.

non-lucidity lucidity

smiles feign teeth

malevipicabia –Jesse Willenbring

enos slaughter

the nayuthan wake

extimité

(with) golden grim

di(ff/ss)ident

linoleum [candy]

There are too many spelling or grammatical errors in "pulturebook.doc" to continue 
displaying them.  To check the spelling and grammar of this document choose Spelling and 
Grammar from the tools menu. –Microsoft Word

who that guy looks like

Hester Prynne

CDATG:
carrots don’t always taste good

the sun also rises

(is everyone leaving because I have death breath?)

piecemeal panoptics

snnod

(s/c)iphon

martyrdom/marjoram

all qualitative unqualifiable

titian-tylenol

haircut alliance

productivity as neurosis (or the pursuit of happiness is a pathology(?)) –Dirty Dirty Danny D

scrod/screed

fam(i/ou)s fuyple

only if I can steal you

condensing 2 (weeks) into 1.5 (weeks) so that 1.5 = 1

flatchestered 

than imagine

Charlie Watts

Hatshepsut’s beard

bay

blue jay

named his daughter Iwojina

something’s been eating the houseplants. me.  –bus stop advertisment

‘I used to talk about feelings’

Sasuary

a salute to things

mating

lamprey boogers

melchior tuffshit

sino- ortho-

Lacan in Perugia
lemon jim

Elaine Pagels

affectionate partings

binomials (covered) in codeine

prevarication station zehbra

arbitrary borders become voice

rude algae

poth(a)eosis

who fucking goes to a national park and does coke in the parking lot with 
their dog? –MPa

sanguine disregard / pro micro

only if I can steal for you

johnny unitas

keep it (vene)real

elm deep 

ophthalmic dispensing

Copernican 

summersquash

O

[reticently] grateful to those who love me

evil-as-defined-by

wine + tears = eggwine, or urine –U.S. Grant

invisible dogs

false[ness] as primary blessing

d(r)yad 

cavendishe

gear

sheetrock lollipop

big toenails

internominalism

choose between a future and the future –T.A. Edison

oblivion [as best resolution]

(f/p)in(i/e)al

a place in the sun is a rarity and a rarity is a place in the sun

g(u/e/u)bb(e/e/u)r

“don’t pretend I didn’t see you, phantasm”

sheepish

a (Catholic’s) guide to metaphysics

holistocontice

tripe

[garlic] Matisse nudes
garlic Henry Moores

Ystaedt

surname hobby	


nancy’s got bottom,  meanwhile a holocaust in the raifer   
The s------ is really winking at hissenfel
Philoctetes, ima robot, nur, 
poime, Excellceor, berenjena
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
       Iena

what promises lurk…

(a) belly mounts

postnationalist ____________

4.4 people are born every second

bicycles reticence

resembles a 

comfort in universal folly

schist flakes w/ raisins and strawberry milk  

loud people

x degree of torture

how high can humor fly — why [its dialectical pal]

fake powder

MAJOR
_
title

final
   .
fin
   . 
folcus

selabit

gulamptist
archise

‘when a raindrop cracked my skull’

([inefficient]) regrets

j for Jesuitski

transcontinental lamb

last summer with hair

semper fin

do I really want to change these people’s lives?

perPhidias

that car eats mayonnaise  

British Navy recruits heroes from Hades

revolutionary

[such] horror in being boldy wrong

([regression]) to lazy tropes

arachnophobia

challah-roll-in-the-bidet

Miuse had babies

Atlanta Rising

slalom 

hardboiled eggs

dubai

apostolic/apostrophic

impounded
impounded 
impounded 
impounded 
impounded

14. Write a haiku that describes your day: (syllables per line: 5-7-5)
bra shopping is fun
when your boobs have grown a size
i love my big boobs.
–Stephanie Hodge 

Raysse

Pinochet-pinafore catachresis

Zeuspubes

when before remembers itself

F. Scott Fitzgerald
 mt5r6y7uyi   

I  callus 

good speakers

how before remembers itself

gimlet-gauntlet catachresis

most cocks

need to rest from this

yellow dogs carry the dead on their back to the 'place pf nine waters'
the rain gods land.  pus master lives there.

doughnuts 

dirty baked goods

the man with the shit ellipse around his neck

can’t talk in tongue, used to be young

between the panorama, a purple ovoid jib –S^S^ Waëdfe

Coca Cola hyracotherium

“First honey and cheese
honey at first and then acorns
Honey at the start and then acorns
honey and wine and then acorns”

voice talents 
sand dollars

(dumb) physique mores

met[t]er day a dream away.

   
miscommunicate with obstinacy 

ProctorSilex
Zanibar

Saban

Mobutu + katydid = Seagram’s 7

Io the Hut

Celan/Celine/Selene

Muddy Waters

Putty Was

Skopje face

[and] dad’s got a pet tortoise he keeps throwing at my scapula 

beercult-photos

magdalene

giant squid tentacle as pacifier

chill the fuck out

chet( )lemon

q (the number)

psychic activities of ex-lovers 

integrated so that diarrhea

kello

Zwei Parigi

(penchant for) grainslime

handsomest striationness

–we broke our blueplastic lighter on Admiral Perry’s head and then lit him on fire

denture camp bet

Rosh Hashanah

hang on to your ego 

I know there’s an answer

night-itself  

Neuticles

(however) perfect our laughter

(N)euticles 

“All things come and go / and all that’s left are the words” –Tom Keifer

random decaet
.
holy see

tyro/tycho    

9(mastiff attack –retords)(10

cache with knuckles
.
brunweight

neutician

the night is nighty and warm and warm and we

phone abreast chest
 
to heart cancer

‘is gynasty anti-feminist?’

mtmustafaishete^     di.dtemoae

sardine halcyon

subtonic

she proposed our afterlife being parentheses on a set of clouds

it’s fun to fisk

begonia/bugger

Zaire ontics

the strawberry kenepp

would that it 

wens, X, yens, zen(s)

Weenix/weetabix

cheap troubadour 

hence/where the crisis lies

(results in) estrangement-strife, 

now that tadpoles turn into rabbits…

in how time loses

Gabriele (Münter)

porn ein

all that’s left are the words

a rejoicance 

[contrachronic-prosuperchronic-chroniclove)

butterscotch to cauterize wounds and

emulation pathos

semi-infinity porn

89 wifetimes owl

the toe-stars
the rented wrecks

comte
vicomte

nothing like the septicsun 
the Brownian revolution
.-3 

the scavenger[s]

depth

the magician’s nephew

industrial
carbuncle

Murphy’s Law?

cedar jokes are funnier

children-of-(history)revered-egomaniacs

those who might discuss 

those who might titillate

pedagogy putty

moods mesh it wril

outlet. 	  both	  fetal	  heads	  contain	  skulls	  with	  
palpable	  cranial	  sutures	  and	  anterior	  and	  posterior	  fontanels	  forceps	  and	  vacuum	  
Wt.:9lbs	  	  The	  models

(I) love you enougher

drums / percussion

philatelic overlords of [personal] sex history(s) 

sea parasite wabetent

Myrna Loy

tetra tantrum chairs –Mate-O

‘our Egypt is not our corn’ –Allison 

‘our blue is not our Egypt’ –blue Allison

Lacan changes his name to Lance

priapus/chiappas

wine is right

porn algebra

(corn algebra)

pleasantness and attraction (even when cooperative)

‘What emotions might there be living in fluorescent bulbs –and is this a safe thing to ask?’
–Gennifer Albright

summerfat

moldóvan mra

without an honest rapport 

(doomed)

Linz Estate e

when lips la(b/p)ate

not of the same pitch   

not of the same pitch  

Bridget

advertising corridor

empty fruitstand (opportunity(s))

an eye unpinsel, or the girls with the wrong green shoes

the seltzer factory

independence pathologies 

the drake pine pine

zambesi fetish

bayreuth artichoke

the inside, the inside

[I remember your birthdate well]

supple numbers*

Jamaica Portugal

attention heals

s/he who owns the name

manta ray (Byronisms)

Alfonso 

studying anatomy  

pro bono 

(are) not of the same cause 

Gutai booty blague

uncomfortable songs that other people (putatively) love

the secret tits button

pelican paster –see hyeno

plag(u)e of pomegranates IX

discussing harbingery

manta gluten

And I knew something then, knew I did not like him at all.  Even as I knew I could have died 
for every moment he had been away –David Markson

press buttons
: the greenway

no more than bilateral 

onions and tomatoes 

“The first time I used a phonoscope, I examined a B-flat of average size.  I have, I assure you, 
never seen anything more disgusting” –Erik Satie

dselvi

[perhaps I‘ve loved her/him always]

playing air guitar to the saxophone

sob

[sob]

weep

convivial tears come about

(ing) 

willow

the encounter on the fear apices/grasses

the fastest water in the eighteenth water stratumae

apple chicken

Brutus x 2 / ordovician poo –bilfus

M(y/i)lo syrupac(e(t))

bodeg



a softer rice to tonsil

what hides between the barley eyeliner

earnestmovie OH

colostrum pumpkinics

cleaned off his left testicle with a dessicated moth

peachespaecos

unwitting revivals

molten Zoltan 

carrotginger dressing

blue dominguez

what the sibyl told the newt

reine sabado

a    backw(o/a)rds   button

greatest bouncer

pay(o)s

‘I love an ancient work for its novelty’ –Tristan Tzara

you light, I heavy roe –Jay-Z

unheimlich 

soft touch

impasse/epiphany
.
impasse/epiphany

every turd[:] leviathan

dread the end of shared

minerva in the vatican

when finger tips know

18 year abyss in real chronology

when know precedes its (pre)self

Zapruder*

natty dread

“We’re not all Pentecostal. But everybody’s got an asshole” –Meet the Feebles writers

mined oud

abeau

ashes (in an urn) to drink orange juice or death martinis with 

elation 
.
(and) 
.
transcendence

tushy

Julian Jaynes is right

Nostromo/Stromboli

ONLY IF REPORTED

peardate

idiotic

(apropos infinite) coinage

(I am) merely the next

knitting ovaries

con la mega no se juega

length is only an option

teeth that teeth

glabella hair 

Jansen again

i.o. canal

the haunted plant that insomia

plaintain
pulchris
umptoneom
fast did

Speedway 

stained glass bra(ille/s)

fiduciary tongue

N(u/o)men(ro)mancer

I NEVER REALLY CARED TILL I MET YOU

Tanguytower (phonies)  
the radishes of Len
Spache 
bb| ibdt n i

–YFD(5):
you(‘)r(e) fuckin’ dismal (five)

eschew (cheap([er])) metaphor

G:   a([i/-])b(-)n(-)ouds return the wastryo(d)

faux-nostalgia fetish object(s)
 
(–mine’s better than yours)

Hugo Ball

an umbrella pimp—a soft kiss 

the fadteh

glutenposts for gluten-starved ruminants

LLWILYs:
longknown love without I-love-yous

Michael Hutchence

sharedanchovies.  

doubting mountains

anxiety prey

masculine redial

reckonings yawn

‘chunk tuna’

Tennis

Tennyson

T R E
E R T
E R (E)

massage by alb

Uncle Henry 

equal/analogous/translated

stepping in merman shit

canton

return of the repressed (j/k)

the kingdom of finances wheats -Lenois DeChamais
filters get dirty -Eldon Chiu
old bags is no bags for twograin -Lenois DeChamais

(a)live through scions’ lauded, ivorine name  

rolled data

Malcolm’s clime

an entrance is not suitable  

herodisy

(when) dad’s testicles burn a hole through his jeans

caper dowels

Grover
Cleveland
Alexander

making love to [male] mannequin

the rarity and the even rarer rarefaction

leopardeatenby

morality(*)

other(-)odor

the gift that keeps on giving –Al Goldyne

my

the botanical rubric 

guitar/piano/yeast as bird ribcage

[the] ambidextrous fake kiss

‘brings good donkey to the phalanstery’

cute, but [only] premium

that/the weird shit where stuff happens

Robert Fulton

an abilities couple

a society of friends
how to cope with noumena

hamster tweet

(tough) apathy

stop it

grand st.

[T]riangle vomit

pistachio[n]

forget to forget 

that melancholy that comes of understanding too much and not knowing whom to say it to –
Roberto Calasso

	

Tyra Banks Goes Undercover As Obese Woman

reprecipitous 
habit

forgot to forget

oat cardboard 

Qfaction Ko lingus

sexuality'/singularity

319 89
Merz

Mr. Heiny

happy toes without toenails

a hard to find wanted

demimonde 
galapagos

a handsome phone

luc longley

squid darner

leg razor minus urine

neural Hibernia 

–dogg whilts, Mi K(ay)

ineluctable-superstition

Agnus Neigh
Agnus Jae
Agnus Vizcaino
Agnus Whey/Latex

Agnes Magnus

bras my mother bought me

grocer magic

“there will peace in the valley some day, for me”

how long 
eye rest

Did Humans Eat Giant Lemurs to Extinction?

apotropaic pastes and Mendelevian cryptograms

“[I]f each man says the opposite it is because he is right” –Tristan Tzara

T UBA

decorum cadence, cloud cadence, milk cadence

mildew dirge

(an awful lot of people would set themselves up in a supposed unity of person, which was 
nothing but a linguistic unity and a premature sclerosis of character” –Julio Cortázar) 

World's oldest noodles found in China

the claim of caring enough

“conversation is love’s infinities”

“which came first, chance or association?”

manure + dry ice 

(anti-)forest fires

Procrustean 
pregnancy

the word ‘glovestore’ in poems

lauren

enjoying staring at the abnormality

Alsatian

cup and 13

collapsible truisms 

Milton’s axe 

beachness (lavabo)
beachness (wink)

gummy worms

Galatea as multiplicand

honesty among thieves and/or Origins

suede cereals 

cows always donate milk

a better Borges

polygamy in the genes

injecting Constructivist abstractions and [immaterial] pigments into circulatory systems

phlegmsnortscepter

laser hair removal charities

Troilus

the color of nuclear

Sean Young

and then they are there and they are about nobody but you 

Methuselah thighs

jerk champagne [like jerk chicken]

very terrible teeth

“wonder if s/he’s choking to death; what am I supposed to be doing?”

green leather hearts

hegemon smor

the [14th cent.] turkish prison featuring radishes

apropos eroticizing as compulsive pastime

apropos criticizing as compulsive pastime

(not into) mom’s farts

to be the deans of humor

rostitution

sneakers made out of airplane cabin air

bird taxonomy deficit

golf tourney crowds breeding oxidized aluminum and tangerines on the ‘greenlip’ of NHL 
centers and/or stapling the tangerine trees to the automobile teeth of marathon aficionados 
(numbering no greater than 13 or 14)  

(it’s really great to) borrow shampoo

hobby 

sitting [and looking]

nosejob tan

R. Mutt (revulsion)

audiologists’ inside jokes

tricycle desiccation

lactate mortate: the benjamin escapade

blenorrhea

Bouts bristle

mordant whinny/peep 
mordant reloj
emollient maj
love: turbid
vapor fame

folly

seamus heaney makes the move

nubile charms deceased
  

because without the rhythm

[      ]  have families

‘I can make a dialectical operation even out of soup’ –Julio Cortázar

early advent of desist

Trinidad

nationalism and rationalism swap first letters 

You know I’d give you everything I’ve got for a little peace of mind –John Lennon

address differences

soggy muffin

Mt. Moriah 

[special] affection for prostates

all these names keep blending together

dire diversion

black holin’ with my black colon

the chronicles of aphasia 

Metaphor Bailey

resurrection of pods

beefeater (chic) 

fartlanguage for (deaf)mutes

‘…keeps poetry from becoming too timely’ –R. Pettibon

if you go swimming, you’ll get eaten by chalk

apropos pure thought

Krakatoa 
(and bras [with bra clips])

sime

aka toenail-fungus envy

frenchtoast-stuffed liferings

these arbitrary signs of [your] domination that make me love you

rossignoltussin

ultramontane 
diapers

brag

Cantonese as spoken in Switzerland

the seventeen days between outrage

as retold by the reteller

Gaugese7en : hen worthe menchu

shit on Hesiod’s dick

diacre

Satan’s cool in Duccio and Giotto because he’s a black stain, or hijiki or something

the sun doctor

mountain-futon hybrid 

touch every pretty

necessary geometries molded from what the eyes mistake themselves to author

kind ibex
cren’llin gum

something about clothes hanging in the closet

zucchini
summer squash
catamite squash
acorn squash

Polly’s neutrino

ethology (towards oblivion)

growth habit(s)

death tolls of our contemporaries 

it’s just one way to get there

Early Christians lick lion cunt, get eaten

a softer

teen  police maradona

a trumpet ((a) trumpet)

a(nother) necessary recourse to the standard

insomnia([c]) trash

gold dighing

shaving 16.5 hours out of the day every day

micro-banjul
micro-habsburg
micro-yert 

“I, panoply”

KATHRYN GARCIA

subdutifully nonparticipant

pont veuf            
dowager tampon

‘we waste our suffering’ –Rilke

Sex Styles

how a worry sews

[nipples de Omero]

side-order 

incest probems (again)

stumble and dry

whitcomb judson

looking up at the ceiling

pulled

cow with [blue/orange/blue-orange] peglegs

Dear Sallie Mae Servicing:

In order to pay off the remaining balance and interest of my 
student loans ($19,243), I propose the following:

You will pay for the laser hair removal surgery that will make 
me feel more comfortable with my body.  Once this has been 
paid for, I will owe you no further money.

I hope you find this fair and friendly and worthwhile.

Thanks and affection,

sheets appended to black coffee as names

TTMATCOD:
think[s] too much about the consequences of difference

nihilism (as) pillow

too-palpable divide

indefinite article as preposition 

3 + 1 = 1 –Goldyne

how impervious 

sigmoid saintsRM

oatlard/lardoat

addiction

Brian Hommel

‘but there’s no sense of glory!’

analogy

immortality cough

dumb words we eat 

canned plants

(Heinrich Heine / Manfred Mann)

peace machine

Oidar Cisum –jr

*egregious French luminaries from the 17th century

bossycheeks with rum

	

anti-genocide earflaps

my gentleman

peace fart

Japanese Stork Gets Prosthetic Beak

stag·gard n
a male red deer that is in its fourth year
[Encarta® World English Dictionary © 1999 Microsoft Corporation. All rights 
reserved. Developed for Microsoft by Bloomsbury Publishing Plc.]

Caravaggio (in) Malta

cockroaches placental oxygen 
grapenuts as placental oxygen

three times I shall delight in your denying me

Lenin’s phosphorescent blue snot from sunglasses

presumption 
unabateable

if I relax 

presumption flute

Egyptian 
Arabian 
Maud 

Colin Powell comes over for coffee and porkcake. This shit’s gross, he says  

all the dead

Desperation Station Palpebra

gunkdungeon

motile = wink

dewlap thugs [thugs who live on dewlaps]

inverse odysseying  

idoru (mice-as-ears) 

sinch

radiance (for nought)

taking care of catu

loves the Surrealists

6
5
6

midlands

it’s time to begin and I won’t 

winter follicles

prehistoric desserts

palmmeat, jumping jasper

the pot on the stove and what it contains 

martial nouns

about/headache

smells on the way to the world

lack relief (with dialectical fallout)

practicing for decay

brothers [take apart watches]

(red) wine that turns teeth into boxer shorts

fondled to mediocrity

eloping with percussion instruments

sidewalk granules

other anemia
exultant sans poetry

the worst pink enamel(!)

“your legs look like lettuce.  oh, they are lettuce –where’s your bones?”

‘deep beds,’ his dad told him

big yellow circles on tv screens

(astrological) prophet refusal

quarantine chic

no recollection of beer pigment

sealing color laws

wheelchair

TAMARA
ararat

“This isn’t meant to be malice. I just don’t much feel like checking in on myself right now.”

daycrush insurmountable

raspberry curse  
redbean/bun curse  

spouse chews gum

health braid

aghast by human textile

steam( )raisin

(why) bricks make me uncomfortable
“Brad stole my mortgage”

ryeseeded air 

fat dudes with drugs

when aesthetes marry aesthetes

microprocessor afros
microprocessor necrospecifics or dorothy
microprocessor stabelwicks, missions [con padres]
microprocessor fratelli(,) popcorn otis[e]
dimija

tokens

Hestia shit

selection

green nuts,  green policies

guilt/despair

the history of Latin

dancing

Koreatown

birth in 3posse

licking pottery until an omelet forms

worth the investment

soashl x-chanjiz

HPV frisbee

(cudgels as shellfish)

antiholism to sanctify/protect the whole 

chasm

waving to Danny Glover

anthropomorphic and(s)

lox polygonal, Howard

nuns as fruit salad / dumbwaiter as manticore

uglier than carbonated water

coffin mouth

thrice (genetically) engineered by _____’s leaks

postprandial funk

“all contemplation can do no more than patiently trace the ambiguity of melancholy in ever 
new configurations” –Theodora Dorno

why y’all talkin’ ‘bout Dagobert’s throne –Biggie

festival of strict equivalence

genital-eating genitalia

(to) deal with the difficulties of aura-maintenance

saffron dice
saffron kice
saffron licedet
saffron ae
saffron bae

isobaric ache [as sponsored by Lays potato chips]

birth control wungs

Matthew O’ Connor, the night watchman

alpha bronchitis, broncho alpheus

oval, not oval

back buckets bettania

secular gustatory

MerzMerz
	
 Merz

 
the donkey that shaved the camel’s back

else-other-more

how long until until   

porcine dynasties

buggery

some people don’t breathe

mancer mancer

“shut the fuck up you dumb shit”

conodont(s)

transgoat

but chewing interfered with his calculations –Mishima 

certain-anyone [to take care of me] 

will do

Essenes

capital ains

pre-cog rice

prajapati

The Saddle Club: The Mane Event

salvo
this and that

toward an unexpected cosmopolitanism

(B E GI N)

(B E GI N)

bliss [à la whale shark]

vigil cudgel, demosthenes macadamia, rootifrucian nigh a boot, astral aspartame, lilac 
wishes, wan d, apsimalthene quotentin nurv, gass cino, rabi

incumbent ethics onus

eighteen apments

fighting

thrill of mourning(-)anticipated

guo daniel

sub-magisterial cogency sagacity

pastoral hierarchic

headaches as defined by [e.g.] Marconi

*early nubile *wrecks

breakdown of the bicameral mind themepark(s)

unisis of the twenty six leaves
Epicur(ean(/istic) boost

George Brecht

LEYENDO GROSSO             optional decipher thing

boldfaced – words I recognize that I’m attracted to because of certain letters I’m attracted to, 
although there are many other words that fall under this class that aren’t boldfaced

bold with italics –words that I’m attracted to by sound and/or sound + the appearance of the 
word, although there are some other words that fall under this class that aren’t bold with 
italics

yellow –words that I’m attracted to for reasons similar to and vaguer than bold w/ ital. 

blue –supposed to function like a link, or as an emphatic recommendation to go check the 
shit out for real

red –like, hey this person wrote this and I’m choosing to quote them

other colors: distant cousins of yellow, maybe

italics [non boldfaced] –an excursion in sculpture [that is a mirror of that title]; the [explicitly 
quanitified] quotidian fires of complementarics 

underline –title of (non)existent subsection

italics underlined –superego

I –almost always refers to any/the active first person

superscript –usually not meant to be read as mathematical exponents

times font –everything that was not taken from the internet

courier font –not sure

Verdana –copied and pasted from some webpage
Arial MT –copied and pasted from some webpage

OTHER FONTS –?

none of these rules are failsafe   

LEYENDO GROSSO             optional decipher thing

	
 	
     “Aberration is really only short-circuited adaptation” –T.W.A.

SCIENCE FICTION NOVEL

James I, King of Scotland was crowned at Scone. ... Joan (daughter of John of 
Gaunt) (b.1379 - d.1440) +Neville, Ralph (Earl of Westmorland) (b.1364 ...
neville chamberlain
neville mariner
neville bavneuer
sir john neville
aaron neville
preamble

↑

http://www.yahoo.com/_ylh=X3oDMTEwdnZjMjFhBF9TAzI3MTYxNDkEdGVzdAMwBHRtcGwDaW5kZXgtY3Nz/s/232014
http://www.yahoo.com/_ylh=X3oDMTEwdnZjMjFhBF9TAzI3MTYxNDkEdGVzdAMwBHRtcGwDaW5kZXgtY3Nz/s/232014
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/4334877.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/4334877.stm
http://www.lemonparty.org
http://www.lemonparty.org
http://rds.yahoo.com/S=53720272/K=nebraska+source%3Ayahoo/v=2/SID=e/l=NSR/R=3/SIG=132lp4su1/EXP=1109299676/*-http%3A//news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/ap/20050223/ap_on_fe_st/manure_pile_3
http://rds.yahoo.com/S=53720272/K=nebraska+source%3Ayahoo/v=2/SID=e/l=NSR/R=3/SIG=132lp4su1/EXP=1109299676/*-http%3A//news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/ap/20050223/ap_on_fe_st/manure_pile_3
http://rds.yahoo.com/S=53720272/K=nebraska+source%3Ayahoo/v=2/SID=e/l=NSR/R=3/SIG=132lp4su1/EXP=1109299676/*-http%3A//news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/ap/20050223/ap_on_fe_st/manure_pile_3
http://rds.yahoo.com/S=53720272/K=nebraska+source%3Ayahoo/v=2/SID=e/l=NSR/R=3/SIG=132lp4su1/EXP=1109299676/*-http%3A//news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/ap/20050223/ap_on_fe_st/manure_pile_3
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